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Abstract 

Coupled Simple Exclusion Processes Models 

By Konstantinos Tsekouras 

This study investigates problems in the overall context of intracellular particle transport 

using coupled simple exclusion processes to construct mathematical models of systems 

under consideration. Nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and cluster mean-field theory 

are used to analytically solve the model steady state and derive phase diagrams and 

quantities characteristic of transport such as average density and entrance/bulk/exit 

currents. All results are supported by extensive Monte-Carlo simulations. Four systems 

are investigated, namely: A system where kinesin motor proteins jump between 

microtubule tracks due to a single-point inhomogeneity; a system where transport of 

kinesins on a microtubule is interrupted by a diffusive compartment; a system where 

kinesin transport on a microtubule is coupled to the aqueous medium surrounding it; and 

finally a system where dyneins are transported on two protofilaments linked to each other 

at every site. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Physics has a fundamental framework for addressing equilibrium and near-equilibrium 

systems, but a similar framework for far from equilibrium systems does not presently 

exist. The absence of such a construction is keenly felt and nowhere more so than 

in biophysics, for while it is true that the majority of physical systems are out-

of-equilibrium, biological systems are almost universally so. Far-from equilibrium 

problems are being actively studied, especially in the last few decades; and despite 

the lack of a general framework there have been many important advances, such as 

the derivation of a statistical mechanics description for some complex networks which 

found spectacular applications in describing the growth of the internet, the spreading 

of disease, the formation of synaptic links between neurons etc. Among the most 

promising systems under study are those which eventually reach steady state, if only 

because the inherent variability of other systems renders them far less amenable to 

analytic investigation. Research into steady-state reaching systems has resulted in 

classes of models such as the zero-range processes or the simple exclusion processes 

which have proven to be important tools and references for understanding a significant 
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number of complex non-equilibrium phenomena across various disciplines. 

This study is motivated by a series of problems within the context of intracellular 

particle transport. For each such problem a model created by linking two simple 

exclusion processes is studied via both theory and simulation; therefore at this point 

some information about the intracellular transport network and the simple exclusion 

processes models is required to put the present work in context. 

1.1 The Intracellular Transport Network 

The transport of molecules from one part of the cell to another is a ubiquitous com

ponent of cellular function. Metabolism requires the transport of nutrient molecules 

from the membrane to the cell organelles which will use them; protein synthesis 

requires transport of RNA and aminoacids to the ribosomes where proteins are con

structed; protein function requires transport of specific proteins to the membrane 

or organelles they are intended to function in. There are two kinds of transport, 

passive and active: passive refers to diffusion of molecules in the direction of the 

thermodynamic gradient. Active transport is movement irrelevant to the gradient 

direction, if with it then with greater speed than it would be possible by diffusion; it 

requires an energy source such as ATP and mechanisms to couple the energy input 

to the transport. Transport occurs between the cell and the outside world as well as 

within the cell, the former involving membranes. The latter, known as intracellular 

particle transport, is what concerns us here. The cytoskeleton, responsible for main-
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taining cell shape and commonly referred to as the "scaffolding" of the cell, is also 

the structure enabling this active intracellular transport. The cytoskeleton is made 

up of three kinds of filaments, namely actin microfilaments, intermediate microfila

ments and microtubules, these last being the largest and most important component 

for intracellular transport purposes. Microtubules are hollow cylinders with a diam

eter of approximately 25nm. They are constructed out of 13 protofilaments, each a 

polymer of alpha and beta tubulin dimers, arranged in an imperfect helix. Due to 

the fact that in each dimer alpha tubulin links to beta tubulin every protofilament is 

polarized with one end exposing alpha tubulins ("minus", -, end, usually towards the 

nucleus) and the other beta tubulins ("plus", + , end). Transport is carried out by 

motor proteins which carry molecules, vesicles or even entire cell organelles along the 

microtubules. There are many different families of motor proteins, such as kinesins, 

dyneins, myosins, helicase, and DNA or RNA polymerases. Kinesins and dyneins are 

essential for axomal transport and mitosis- or meiosis- related chromosome separa

tion and they are the motor proteins most associated with the microtubule network. 

Kinesins have one active site, commonly refereed to as a "head" where they bind to 

the microtubule, and two "stalks" with which they attach o the cargo to be trans

ported; they then "walk" along the microtubule towards the + end of the microtubule 

and their destination. A long controversy regarding the actual method of motion 

was largely resolved in 2004 by use of the fluorescent-imaging-with-one-nanometer-

accuracy "FIONA" experiments when Yildiz et al. determined that they utilize the 
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"hand-over-hand" mechanism (where kinesin stalks step past one another alternating 

the lead position) and move in constant "steps" of 8nm. (45). Dyneins are motor 

proteins which counter-propagate to the kinesins, moving towards the - end of the 

microtubule. They have a more complicated structure, with four binding sites, two 

"heavy chains" with "heads" which attach to the microtubule and two "intermediate 

chains" which attach to the cargo, but also other smaller chains whose function is 

not well understood. They are much larger than kinesins. Kinesins and dyneins can 

work in groups or individually. They take hundreds of discrete close-to-equidistant 

nanoscale steps along the microtubule by repeated hydrolysis of ATP molecules at 

rates of order 1/10 ms before disassociating, a property known as motor protein pro-

cessivity. The overall microtubule network is similar in many ways to a highway 

network: multi-protofilament microtubules connect various parts of the cell just as 

multi-lane highways connect various cities; different kinds and sizes of motor proteins 

move along those microtubules transporting various cargoes just as different kinds 

and sizes of automobiles move along the highways. There are of course important 

differences: motor proteins are known to on occasion cooperate, and in a highway 

system it is not usually the case that cars will counter-propagate to say, buses, as in 

the microtubule network kinesins counter-propagate to the dyneins. 

In the last decade a lot of attention has focused on the motor proteins and the 

overall intracellular transport network. Much of this research utilizes a bottom-up 

approach, focusing on deciphering the chemistry, physics and biology behind indi-
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vidual motor protein structure and behavior, microtubule polymerization, and the 

biochemical network regulating them. However, the top-down approach is also valu

able. In this approach, which includes the work presented here, an attempt is made 

to study the behavior of collective system properties such as the density of motor 

proteins along a protofilament or the total current of particles entering or exiting a 

microtubule. 

1.2 Simple Exclusion Processes 

The name Simple Exclusion Process refers to a class of models for one-dimensional 

nonequilibrium particle transport. The model consists of a single one-dimensional 

lattice of L sites (or cells, as they are occasionally called). The lattice may be closed 

in a ring (periodic) or it may form a single line with a beginning and end (open 

borders). In the latter case, particles may enter or exit the lattice from the left or 

right; typically the left entrance rate is named a, the right exit rate /?, the left exit 

rate 7 and the right entrance rate 6. Inside the lattice the particles interact via 

hard-core exclusion so that the occupancy of each site can be either 0 or 1; and they 

move a single cell at a time to the left or to the right with rates named //L and /J,R 

respectively. The hard-core exclusion principle implies that particles may only enter if 

the entry sites are unoccupied. There is surprising depth and variety in the behavior 

of this and similar systems despite their apparent simplicity. For example, there exist 

between stationary system states non-equilibrium phase transitions without analog 
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in equilibrium systems. Further, modifications of this simple system such as extra 

entry sites or different entry rules, different symmetries between rates, parallel or 

sequential update (i.e updating one site at a time or all sites at once according to a 

specific rule - the former being the usual case) can lead to a bewildering variety of 

models and behaviors. The most studied modifications of the open borders-sequential 

update model hinge on the values and symmetry of the // rates: if these are equal 

VR = HL — fJ> then the model is known as a Simple Symmetric Exclusion Process or 

SSEP, if one is 0 (for example //£, = 0 and /IR ^ 0) then the model is known as a Totally 

Asymmetric Exclusion Process or TASEP, and if both rates are nonzero and unequal 

(for example /J,R > //£,) then the model is known as a Partially Asymmetric Exclusion 

Process or PASEP. All of these systems have been analytically investigated and exact 

solutions for their steady state have been determined. The first to be studied was 

TASEP, considered a paradigmatic example of driven diffusive systems, an analytical 

solution of which was presented in the seminal 1993 paper (44) by B.Derrida, in which 

he also introduced the matrix product ansatz in the study of SEP systems. In the 

years since, the TASEP has become an important tool for understanding complex 

non-equilibrium phenomena in the physical and biological sciences (1; 2), used in a 

manner not unlike the Ising model is used in the studies of condensed matter and 

quantum mechanical equilibrium systems (3). Among the problems where the TASEP 

has been applied are the kinetics of biopolymerization (4), protein synthesis (5; 6; 7) 

and molecular transport through nanopores and channels (8), the motion of motor 
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proteins along cytoskeleton filaments (10; 11; 12), the growth of fungal filaments 

(13),and even in investigating car traffic processes (14; 15). 

With such a customizable class of models the specifics and approach can be suit

ably modified to address a problem. For example, in the case of vehicular traffic 

flow, the open boundaries model of the TASEP described above is replaced with a 

periodic model and the random-sequential update with a parallel update simulating 

the simultaneous change in vehicle positions. This parallel update couples the states 

of many particles necessitating the incorporation of high-order interactions when cal

culating transition rates. The result is what is known as the Nagel-Schreckenberg 

model site-oriented mean-field theory; this has a known error which can be corrected 

for by rejecting a set of states which though technically feasible cannot actually be 

reached from any initial configuration (so-called "paradise states"). Alternatively, it 

is possible to use a car-oriented mean-field theory or a site-oriented cluster-theoretic 

approach, calculating the probabilities of finding n empty sites in front of a vehicle 

or states composed of n successive sites respectively. The information of most value 

to be derived from these approaches is the fundamental diagram (J = f(p)) of the 

current J as a function of the density p. Interesting results of this investigation in

clude the discovery that there are two kinds of traffic jams: bottleneck-induced and 

spontaneous. The first kind is caused by an actual area of reduced system capacity 

(sharp bend, traffic light) whereas the second appear to have no obvious cause. Traffic 

in general can exist is three phases: free flow when few cars exist and in which drivers 
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interact rarely aiming to maximize their speed, jammed, in which cars are in close 

proximity and drivers try to avoid an accident, and synchronized traffic in which cars 

are numerous but have sufficient room not to be in close proximity and drivers aim to 

drive smoothly and comfortably even if not at maximum speed. These three phases 

have counterparts in the low density (LD), high density (HD) and maximum current 

(MC) phases of the exact TASEP solution to be found in Appendix II. 

Apart from the TASEP, B.Derrida also presented an exact solution to the SSEP 

(29) while an equally robust investigation of the PASEP was completed by S.Sandow 

(32). It should be noted that all these solutions utilized the matrix product ansatz to 

derive their conclusions. The matrix product ansatz is not the only possible approach; 

other researchers have subsequently employed the Bethe ansatz to rederive the same 

results (39). The primary advantage of the Bethe ansatz is that it eliminates the ele

ment of guesswork involved in the matrix product ansatz, where calculations may be 

significantly simplified by an astute choice of representation for the initial matrices. 

However there is a price to be paid for this, namely that Bethe ansatz-based calcu

lations are typically much more involved and demanding. Since the first solutions 

were acquired using the matrix product ansatz, since this is the simpler method, and 

since I will make frequent use of the solutions derived via this method in this study, 

I present the fundamentals of it in Appendix I. The most important results relevant 

to the SSEP, TASEP and PASEP are presented in Appendix II. More detail can be 

found in the original publications or in review papers such as (43). 
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Many non-equilibrium processes can be described by single-channel exclusion pro

cesses. However, the necessity to analyze more realistic complex phenomena that 

involve transport along parallel channels and existence of internal states, e.g. motor 

proteins, vehicular traffic and hopping of quantum dots, stimulated the development 

of multi-channel SEPs (16; 17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22). Theoretical analysis of multi

channel exclusion processes indicates that a coupling between channels has a strong 

effect on stationary-state phase diagrams and leads to several unusual phenomena, 

such as localized domain walls (21; 22; 23). 

1.3 Scope and purpose 

Since intracellular particle transport plays such a critical role in overall cell func

tion, and since transport along the microtubule network is the major component of 

intracellular traffic, it follows that understanding the construction, regulation and 

operation of this network and the transport taking place on it would be a very signif

icant contribution towards our understanding of the cell. Of course the study of the 

intracellular transport network is an interdisciplinary pursuit: Understanding, for ex

ample, the regulation of it is primarily a biochemistry and biology problem to which 

biophysics can only play an auxiliary role. If you're interested in learning which genes 

are activated and which proteins produced to build microtubules, or which genes reg

ulate the production and relative numbers of kinesins and dyneins and how they do 

so, biophysics is a small part of the puzzle. However, understanding how the system 
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actually functions and how changes in quantities such as overall transport capacity 

or speed come about is understanding the dynamics that trigger regulation events 

and the constrains within which construction and regulation have to operate; and in 

this attempt to understand function physics can be of prime importance. Moreover, 

understanding intracellular particle transport may have applications in bioengineer-

ing and medicine, especially since in certain diseased cells (such a cancerous cells or 

cells infected by viruses) the sick cell's need to quickly manufacture relatively large 

numbers of proteins (to replicate in the case of the cancerous cell or to make virous 

copies in the case of the virus-infected cell) places significant strain on the cellular 

transport network rendering it potentially vulnerable to disruption. 

Since transport along a microtubule is a non-equilibrium process a theoretical in

vestigation must employ either a completely new approach or one of the classes of 

models which have been developed for nonequilibrium transport and which can be 

modified to apply to the microtubule system. The facts that motor protein motion is 

determined by ATP availability and is thus a stochastic process, that transport takes 

place on a ID structure, and that there is a single constant step size determined by 

the protofilament structure all suggest that SEPs could be applied to these problems. 

However, the major problem that becomes instantly apparent should one attempt to 

model the intracellular microtubule network as a SEP is that it is much too compli

cated both in structure and in the behavior of the "particles" acting within it. There 

are thousands of microtubules, connected in a variety of ways, each having 13 protofil-
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aments. On every protofilament a large number of different motor proteins move, in 

either direction, some not carrying cargo and others carrying an infinite variety of 

cargoes singly or in cooperation with other motor proteins; any such protein can oc

casionally detach and move onto another protofilament or propagate by diffusion in 

the aqueous medium for a time before reattaching. The whole is so complex as to 

seem totally intractable. In such a situation a physicist has to employ approximations 

to simplify the system and render it amenable to theoretical investigation. The first 

obvious approximation is to group the most often encountered motor proteins into 

the two large families of kinesins and dyneins. Although each family has numerous 

members, the variation in behavior within each family is rather small and can be ig

nored. It is not possible however to consider kinesins and dyneins a single group, since 

the latter are not only counterpropagating to the former but are also considerably 

larger in size. The second and equally obvious simplification is to initially study only 

a small part of the microtubule network: by creating separate models for a single 

protofilament, a single junction (18), the interaction between one microtubule and 

the surrounding medium etc. it is possible to slowly assemble a "library" of models 

which can then be combined in some way to study the entire system. 

This process of investigating parts of the overall system needs not be limited by 

defining "part" solely in terms of size: it is possible to also study "partial" models 

in which components of the system are missing, such as studying a system without 

dyneins. In this case the results acquired serve to constrain the real system rather 
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than solving it, giving us in fact its expected behavior in extremis. By studying such 

models it is possible to derive important insights into the behavior of the overall 

system, determine which components are primarily responsible for some of the effects 

observed, verify or falsify working theories employed in the pursuit of relevant research 

and validate new or existing methodologies. 

If one chooses to ignore the instances when motor proteins cooperate in transport 

(the assumption that transport of cargo by multiple motor proteins is a rare event is 

actually true for experiments but not true in vivo (58)) and the vast variety of cargoes 

motor proteins transport by assuming they carry cargo which does not differentiate 

their behavior, then applying SEPs becomes much more straightforward. Under the 

above constrains, many of the SEP models already studied can be considered as partial 

models of problems in intracellular particle transport. Thus the original TASEP (1) 

can be seen as a model of kinesins moving on a single protofilament, the extended-

particle TASEP (9) as dyneins doing the same, the single lane TASEP with defect 

site (25) as a model of kinesins moving along a protofilament with a defect which 

promotes detachment, the system of two TASEPs coupled at every point (17) as a 

model of two protofilaments which can exchange kinesins etc. 

This then is the purpose of this thesis: to construct and study a number of sys

tems motivated by intracellular particle transport and serving as partial models of 

it. The results of this investigation serve, in the spirit explained above, to provide 

insight into aspects of the intracellular particle transport problem and constrain the 
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expected behavior of the real system. They also have some mathematical value in 

that the treatment of these problems occasionally leads to independent mathemat

ical conclusions. And last -yet at least in my mind foremost- the investigation of 

these problems has value in the realm of physics, because each of them is an indepen

dent problem system in the statistical mechanics of nonequilibrium particle transport. 

Four problems are studied: First, a system of two TASEPs joined at a single central 

site where particles can move between them. This builds on (25) and models the 

situation of having a defect in the lattice forming a pair of protofilaments in a micro

tubule. Such a defect allows kinesins to move from one protofilament to the other. 

In effect we have two TASEPs with local inhomogeneity, coupled by each accepting 

the particles that detach from the other. A range of coupling rate strengths and 

symmetries is investigated. Second, I attempt -and fail- to improve on a study by 

(46) for motion by particles on a TASEP with diffusive middle segment. Modeling 

the middle segment as a SSEP, this represents the case where kinesins move on a 

protofilament then detach and move by diffusion into the aqueous medium only to 

reattach to a protofilament. Third is a system of a TASEP and SSEP linked all along 

their lattices. This is another attempt to represent the interaction between a micro

tubule and the aqueous medium surrounding it as kinesins move along both, this time 

trying -successfully- to further the work of (30) by portraying the aqueous medium 

surrounding a microtubule as a SSEP. Although at first glance this is not a realistic 

approach, the results both replicate and extend the work of (30) also providing in-
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teresting mathematical insights for the case of extreme couplings. Finally, the fourth 

system investigated is comprised of two extended-particle TASEPs linked all along 

the lattice, replicating the situation studied in (17) albeit with extended particles, 

using techniques suitable for them as employed by (9) plus certain innovations. Only 

symmetric couplings are investigated. This system represents the interaction between 

two protofilaments which can exchange dyneins at every site. 

The remainder of this work is made up of five chapters, one for each of the prob

lems worked on plus a brief final conclusions chapter. In each but the last chapter 

a short introduction describes the motivation of the problem and any previous at

tempts to study it. This is followed by sections describing the model and analytically 

investigating it, aiming in each case to derive a phase diagram for the system as well 

as density and current profiles. Subsequently simulations are discussed (assuming 

any were performed to validate theoretical predictions) and the theory and simula

tion results are presented in graphical form, compared and discussed with physical, 

biological and any mathematical conclusions noted. The final chapter includes a brief 

summary of these results and conclusions, and is followed by five appendices, the first 

two providing background information, the second an overview of simulation methods 

and the two last ones offering detailed accounts of some elaborate derivations. 
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Chapter 2 

Single-Point Coupling of TASEPs 

2.1 Introduction 

This problem is motivated by the behavior of the kinesin and dynein motor pro

teins that move along microtubules and may happen to jump from one microtubule 

protofilament to a neighboring one (28) especially in the presence of any structural 

defects on the original protofilament. In order to simplify the problem only kinesins 

were considered so that transport takes place only in one direction; we can then 

model each protofilament as a TASEP. Although transport in the same direction 

with more than one particle species (albeit particles of the same size and same step 

size) is a relatively simple extension of the single-lane TASEP, Arita C.(33) has shown 

that counter-propagating particles greatly complicate the problem; and it would be 

complicated further were one to combine these with a requirement that the counter-

propagating particles be of different size than the forward propagating ones (as one 

would have to do to simultaneously model kinesins and dyneins). Even with the 

kinesins-only simplification the problem is far from trivial: it has already been shown 

that a single point defect in a one-lattice TASEP can have a significant effect. (25), 
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and in this case two lattices come into consideration. The entrance rates of both 

lattices are considered identical and so are the exit rates; this is done to reflect the 

physical reality that a motor protein does not preferentially enter or exit a specific 

protofilament out of the 13 that make up the microtubule. 

2.2 Model Description 

We consider identical particles propagating on two parallel one-dimensional lat

tices, each having L + l sites as shown on figure 2.1. The dynamics of the system are 

random-sequential: at each time step we randomly choose a site in one lattice. The 

simple exclusion principle holds: each site is either empty or occupied by a single 

particle. Particles can enter the system from the left with rate 0 < a < 1 if any of 

the first sites in either lattice are empty. Particles that reach the final site in either 

lattice can leave with rate 0 < /3 < 1. In the bulk of the system particles move left 

to right from site i to site i+1 on the same lattice with rate 1 if the site i+1 is empty. 

However, at the "defect" site L/2 + 1 on one lattice and at the corresponding site in 

the other lattice it is possible for particles to transfer between the lattices. A particle 

at this site on the first lattice can hop up to the second lattice with rate w\ if the 

corresponding site on the second lattice is available and likewise a particle at this 

site on the second lattice can hop down to the corresponding site on the first lattice 

with rate W2 if that is unoccupied. Particles on the defect site can also move to the 

right on the same lattice if the next site there is empty, but the rate of this motion is 
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dependent on the occupation of the defect site on the other lattice. For particles on 

lattice one, this rate is 1 — w\ if the defect site on lattice two is empty, otherwise it 

is equal to 1. Likewise for particles on lattice two the corresponding rate is 1 — w2 if 

the defect site on lattice one is empty and equal to 1 otherwise. The total transition 

rate is therefore always equal to 1. If the interchannel hopping rates are w\ — w2 = 0 

*r\ 
• 

r~\ r~\l 

• 

WVorl~w2 

• C 

i w2 

• 

) 
r 

lAlAl 

w l i 

$ • • 

1 or 1—wl 

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of two-lattice TASEP with single-point link. Particles move 
only along the lattices, except on the link location where they can hop to the other lattice 
if the corresponding site is free with rates w\ if they are in the bottom lattice (1) or w2 if 
they are in the top lattice (2). Particles on the defect may also move to the right with rate 
1 if the defect site on the other lattice is occupied or with rate 1 — Wi if it is empty. Allowed 
transitions are shown by arrows. Entrance rates at both lattices are equal to a and exit 
rates are equal to )3. 

then we have two independent single-lattice TASEPs for which (1) provides exact 

descriptions of the phase diagram, density profiles and particle currents as stated in 

the introduction. 

In the case where at least one of the hopping rates is more than 0, the par

ticle dynamics on both lattices depend on each other. If we consider a cluster 

of two vertical sites at the same site index i, the cluster has four possible states 

PQ0 , Pa\ , P{Q and P ^ , collectively referred to as P's. PQ0 corresponds to having 

both sites empty, P{x to having both sides full, P[Q to having the site on lattice 1 full 

and the one on lattice 2 empty and finally PQI to having the site on lattice 2 full and 
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the one on lattice 1 empty as shown on figure 2.2. Obviously we have a normalization 

condition: 

We can also see that for the densities on a particular site of from index i we have for 

the first and second lattice respectively: 

A = Pli + Plo and pi = Pil + Pc 01 

Figure 2.2: Four possible states for a vertical cluster of lattice sites. POQ,PU,PW,POI are 
the corresponding probabilities for each depicted state 

2.3 Symmetric interchannel hopping rate 

It is immediately evident from the geometry of our system that we can consider 

it as made up of four single lattice TASEPs. Thus if we separate the defect sites 

and treat them as an independent junction cluster, the system is, as shown on figure 

2.3, made up of this cluster and four single-lattice TASEPs each of length L/2, corre

sponding to the lattice 1 segment to the left of the defect, the lattice 1 segment to the 

right of the defect, the lattice 2 segment to the left of the defect and the lattice 2 seg

ment to the right of the defect, named henceforth as 1L,1R,2L and 2R respectively. 
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In the case where the hopping rates W\,W2 are symmetric there is total symmetry 

between 1L and 2L, and between 1R and 2R. As a result of this PQX = P[0 for all i, 

the defect site included, and the normalization condition on the defect becomes 

P00 + P n + 2P10 = 1 

Prom now on we will omit the site index when referring to quantities on the defect 

sites. A further result of symmetry is that the left segments will always have identical 

phases with each other, and likewise so will the right segments. 

length: L/2 

r~\ r\ 
1 or l -w2 l e n 8 t h : L / 2 

• : • Q 

r~\ xr~\ V~\ 
w2 wl 

o 

• • 

1 r-x 
• • 

1 or 1-wl 

length: L/2 length: L/2 

Figure 2.3: Separation of the system used in the symmetric rate case. We treat the defect 
as an independent cluster which links four single-lattice length L/2 TASEPs 

2.3.1 Limit of strong coupling 

In this case Wi = u;2 = 1, and a particle on either site of the defect cluster will 

always hop if the corresponding defect site on the neighboring lattice is free. This 

means that at steady state Poo = 0: The first particle to reach the defect will hop 

from one defect site to the other constantly until another particle moves into the 

defect. Then one of the two will move on and the remaining particle will resume 
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hopping from one of the defect sites to the other; this sequence of events will repeat 

ad infinitum, the defect never again entering a Poo state. Thus the normalization 

condition on the defect becomes: 

Pu + Poo + Pio + Poi = 1 -> Pio = ] ~ ^ (2.1) 

Since 1L and 2L are symmetric, they have the same effective exit rate (3E for particles 

exiting into the defect. Likewise, 1R and 2R have the same effective entrance rate aE 

for particles entering from the defect. Since a particle can exit the defect only when 

the defect cluster is in the Pn state it follows that aE = Pu . A particle from the first 

lattice can enter the defect only when it is in the PQI state and from the second lattice 

only when it is in the Pw state which means that (3E = Poi = Pio = (1 — Pn) /2 . An 

immediate result of this is that none of the L segments can be in MC phase, since 

that would require (3E > 1/2. Further, symmetry and conservation of current on the 

defect point result in 

/ _, JL = 2_^i JR ~* ^1L ~*~ ^2L = ^1R "*" ^2R ~~* ^1L = ^2L = ^lR = ^2R (2-2) 

Now if one of the right segments, say 1R was in MC and since no left segment can be 

in MC the above would give JiR = J\L —• 1/4 = x < 1/4 which is impossible. Using 

the notation (x — y) where x and y denote the phase of the left and right segments 

respectively and can be MC,LD or HD, we have from the above that the only possible 
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configurations for this system are (HD-HD),(LD-HD),(LD-LD) and (HD-LD). In these 

cases eq. 2.2 results in an equation of the form 

x(l - x) = fc(l - k) => x2 - x + fc(l - k) = 0 (2.3) 

with solutions 

x = k and x = 1 - k (2.4) 

where x and k are the densities in the right and left segments respectively. It can 

be shown easily in each of the cases below that the second solution must be dropped 

because adopting it would contradict the requirements for the configuration to exist. 

Since each segment is its own TASEP, the phase on it must obey the entrance and 

exit rate constraints for that phase. For the the HD-HD case, x = (3E , k = (5. 

Requirements for the existence of this configuration are: 

(3 < 1/2 , f3E < 1/2 , (3E < a , (3 < aE 

For PE = (3: 

We now have from the fourth requirement that 

0 < aE = Pn =*• /3 < 1 - 2(3 =• 0 < \ 
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Therefore the HD-HD phase combination is possible for 

(3 < a and /? < -

For the LD-LD case x = aE , k — a and the requirements for the existence of this 

phase combination are: 

a< 1/2 , aE < 1/2 , aE < (3 , a < /31 

For a — aE = Pu from the fourth requirement we have: 

nF 1 - P n I-a 1 
a < pE = — - J ± = —— => a < -

2 2 3 

Therefore the LD-LD phase combination is possible for 

a < (3 and a < -

For the LD-HD = (3 , k = a and the requirements for the existence of this 

phase combination are: 

a < 1/2 , (3 < 1/2 , a < (3E , (3 < aE 
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For a = p, aE = Pn and (3E = ^ ^ we get: 

p ^ 1 — a 1 — Pii - p 

And from this and /3E > a we get: 

1 - a . 1 
—-— >a=>a = p<-

2 ^ 3 

Therefore the LD-HD phase combination is possible for 

a = (3 and a = (5 < -

For the HD-LD case, x = (5E , k = aE and the requirements for existence are: 

aE < 1/2 , f3E < 1/2 , aE < (3 , (3E < a 

For aE = (5E we have that 

aE = (3E^ Pn = L-pL ^«E = Pu = \ 

and from the this and the last two requirements HD-LD is possible for 

*,P>1 
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2.3.2 Symmetric interchannel hopping rate: general case 

If u>i = w2 7̂  1, symmetry dictates that Pw = P0i, but P0o ¥" 0, unlike in the 

previous subcase. We then have for the effective entrance and exit rates: 

Pf = (3E = (3E = l - Pn - Pw ,a
E = a

E = aE = Pn + (1 - w)Pw (2.5) 

Furthermore these equalities mean that the two lattice segments on the left are sym

metrical as are the two lattice segments on the right, so we have P{0 = P^ and 2.2 

holds: 

TL _ jL _ jR _ rR 
Jl — J2 — Jl — J2 

Just as in the limit of strong coupling case this means that configurations including 

MC on a single side are impossible. If MC exists on both sides, then it is necessary 

to have a, j3, aE, f3E > 1/2.But we have: 

PE > ^ =• Pn + Pw < ^=> aE = Pn + Pw - wPw < -

which contradicts one requirement, thus this phase combination is impossible. There 

remain only the same configurations as for the w = 1 case, namely (HD-HD),(LD-

HD),(LD-LD) and (HD-LD). Equating the bulk currents in these cases produces an 

equation of the form 

x(l - x) = jfe(l - k) (2.6) 
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with solutions x=k and x=l-k. Using the same logic as for the case where w = 1 it 

is easy to show that the second solution is always rejected. Therefore we have the 

following basic equalities: for LD-LD aE = a, for HD-HD (3E = /3, for LD-HD a = /3, 

and for HD-LD aE = /3E. aE,(3E depend this time on both P n and on Pw, so it is 

expedient to express one of those quantities in terms of the other, and for this reason 

we use the master equation for Pn .Using the indices L and R to signify quantities at 

the clusters to the immediate left and right of the defect respectively we have: 

dP 
—TT = P\QPQ\ + PQ\P\Q + P\\PQI + -P11-P10 _ 2 P 0 0 P n - P1 0Pn - PQ\P\\ (2-7) 

which at steady state and via the normalization relation reduces to 

(Pw + Pti)P*i + (Po\ + Pn)Pio = (1 - PR - P0
Ri)Pn + (1 - P& ~ i^g)Pii - (2.8) 

p\P01 + p%Pw = (1 - p*)Pn + (1 - pf ) P n 

Where pj are the densities at site i of lattice j , and for p[ = p£ = pL and pf = p^; = pR: 

pLPw = (1 - pR)Pn 

Moreover we have from the equalities between bulk and entrance/exit currents that 

PEPL = JLk and aE{l - pR) = JR
lk 
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so solving these for pL , (l—pR) respectively and substituting into the master equation 

we get: 
jL jR 

But we know that in steady state J^lk — J^(fc so the above becomes 

j§ = ~k =• (l - « ; « + 2P11P10 + P?i - Pn = 0 

A = 4Pn[l — w(l — Pn)]which is always a positive quantity since w, (1 — Pu) < 1-

Discarding the negative solution for Pw we have: 

y/Pu[l-w(l-Pn)] ~ P11 
•riO — i 

1 — W 

substituting which into the expressions for (3E,aE yields: 

aE = y/Pn[l-w(l-Pu)] (2.9) 

0E = l-w(l-Pn)-VPn[l-w(l-Pn)) = ^ ~ «* ( 2 1 Q ) 

1 — w 1 — w 

Using eqns. 2.9 and 2.10 plus the basic equality relation and the inequalities derived 

from the requirements for the existence of every configuration it is possible in every 

case to express P n in terms of only of w and extract relations indicating the values 

of a and j3 for which one of the configurations may exist in the same manner as was 
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done for the limit of strong coupling case. Thus: HD-LD exists for 

a,/3 > 
A-w 

Density profiles and particle currents for HD-LD are: 

T 2 R 2 ~ W , T r 2(2 -W) 
P = ~A ' P = ~4 a i l d Jl = J2 = TA 4 

A-w A-w ( 4 - w)2 

LD-LD exists for 

2-w 
a < (3 and a < 

A — w 

with characteristic properties 

pL = pR = a and Jx = J2 = a{\ — a) 

and HD-HD exists for 

2-w 
a < f3 and (3 < 

A-w 

with characteristic properties 

pL = pR = 1 - 0 and h = J2 = p(l - (3) 
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LD-HD technically exists for 

a — (3 and a, 3 < 
4 — w 

however we only find it because we use a mean-field approach. In the real system it 

does not exist, and instead at the phase transformation line one finds a linear profile 

as expected for a first-order phase transition. The phase diagram for various values 

of w is shown on figure 2.6. It is worth noting that in the limits w = 0 and w = 1 we 

recover the phase diagrams for the uncoupled and strongly coupled cases respectively 

provided that in the uncoupled case the phase HD-LD is replaced by MC; and also 

that this phase diagram is remarkably similar to the phase diagram of the single 

lattice ASEP with local inhomogeneity (25). This is of course to be expected as our 

system can be viewed as made up of two such ASEPs. 

2.4 Asymmetric interchannel hopping ra te - Maximum asym

metry 

The dynamics in the system of two-channel ASEPs with inhomogeneous coupling 

become very complex for asymmetric vertical transition rates, i.e., when w^ ^ W2-, 

and the symmetry between two lattices no longer exists. Specifically, the densities at 

the last sites of the left segments and densities at the first sites of right segments are 

not equal: p\ ^ p%, and pf ^ p%. To specify a state of the system we use the notation 
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(x — y,w — z) with x, y, w and z corresponding to the phase in the segments 1L, 1R, 

2L and 2R respectively, and each of them is able to take the values LD, HD or MC. 

It is convenient to view the system with the asymmetric coupling slightly differently 

from the symmetric shown in figure 2.4. Segments 2L and 1R have L/2 sites 

while the 1L and 2R segments are longer with L/2 + 1 sites. However, because we 

consider dynamics in the thermodynamic limit (L ^> 1), the difference in the sizes 

does not matter and all segments still can be viewed as homogeneous single-chain 

TASEPs with known stationary properties. 

length: L/2 

• 

r~\ V~\ 
• 

V> 
• 

v> 
• 

rV 
o 

c 
wl 

) 

length:L/2+l 

• • l' 

] ^ > 
• • 

1 or 1-wl 

length: L/2+1 length: L/2 

Figure 2.4: Separation of the system used in the asymmetric rate case. Four single-lattice 
TASEPs, two of length L/2 and two of length L/2+1 are linked so that the first two form 
the lattice 2 left and lattice 1 right segments of our system while the last two form the 
lattice 1 left and lattice 2 right segments 

To simplify calculations, we consider the case of maximal asymmetry with w\ = 1 

and u>2 = 0. Our calculations can be easily generalized for general values of vertical 

transition rates. The particle can enter the segment 1R only when the vertical cluster 

is fully occupied, and it produces the following expression for the effective entrance 

rate, 

a? = Pn. (2.11) 
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However, as can be seen from figure 2.4, there are two ways to enter the segment 2R: 

from the left segment 2L and from the partially-filled vertical configuration with the 

probability P\Q. Then the effective entrance in this case is equal to 

a f = ^ + r^ 2 f l> P2=Pn + Poi- (2-12) 
1 ~ P2 

Using similar arguments it can be shown that the effective exit rate from the segment 

2L is given by the expression, 

oE _ •, P i - T i l L _ p , p ^ = 1 _ £ ^ _ i i ; pf = P11 + P10, (2.13) 
Pi 

while the effective rate out of 2L segment is 

&* = ! - / £ • (2-14) 

The densities at the last and at the first sites of segments play important role in 

our analysis. They can be easily expressed in terms of the entrance and exit rates 

from known exact solutions for the single-chain TASEP (1). In the maximal-current 

phase the densities are 

L_J_ L_ 1 

,f = l - J L rf-l-^. (2-15) 
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The corresponding expressions for segments in the low-density regimes are equal to 

L _ a ( l - a ) L _ a ( l - a ) 
Pi - pE > ^2 - ^ , 

pf = a?, p* = af; (2.16) 

while expressions in the high-density regimes can be written as 

et = i- 0f, A = \- 01 

rf = !-«£«, rf = !-«£«. (2,7) 

Particle dynamics through the vertical junction cluster can be described by a set 

of three independent master equations: 

dP 
—± = nnPoi + P2P10 - (1 - Pi )Pn - (1 - n22)Pn; (2.18) 

at 

= (1 - pf - n u ) P n - nuPoi + nn - (1 + n n + p£)P10; (2.19) 
dPw 

dt 

= (1 ~ ^22 - P2 )^n + (1 - P2 )^io + P2 - (1 - n22 + nn + /#)P0 i ; (2.20) 

where n n denotes the density at the site before the last one in the segment 1L and n22 

is the occupancy of the second site in the segment 2R. At steady-state these equations 

change to the following expressions, 

nnPoi + P2P10 = (1 - Pi )Pn + (1 - n22)Pn; (2.21) 
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(1 - pf - ^JPn + nn == nnPoi + (1 + n u + f$)P10; (2.22) 

(1 - n22 - p$)Pn + (1 - p%)Pw + p£ = (l - n22 + n n + p£)P0i. (2.23) 

At large times the stationarity in the system also implies the following relations 

between the particle currents across different segments: 

JL + JL = JR + J^ jR = jL_pw^ jR = JL + Pw ( 2 2 4 ) 

Since each segment can exist in one of three stationary phases (low-density, high-

density or maximal-current), there are 34 = 81 possible phases in the system. How

ever, not all phases exist due to constraints of steady-state conditions. MC phase 

cannot exist in the segment 1R because from eq. 2.24 we have Jf- < J\ and 1/4 is 

the maximal possible flux through any segment. Similarly, it is not possible to have 

MC phase in the segment 2L since J^ < Jf . These arguments already eliminate 

27 + 27 — 9 = 45 phases. It is also not possible to have at stationary state the phases 

(HD-LD, x-y) for any x and y. For these phases to exist we must have from Eqs. 

2.13 and 2.14: 

/?f = 1 - p *•"„ and /?f = 1 - P n - P10 . (2.25) 

Comparing these two equations leads to the expression P?0 + 2PuPw = 0, which 

cannot be satisfied at large times. In analogous way it can be shown that phases 

(x-y, HD-LD) are not found at stationary state. Finally, using similar approach we 
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have determined that there are only 10 phases that can be supported in the system 

at t —> oo. For a more detailed account of how the remaining phases were eliminated 

from consideration see Appendix I. 

The resulting phase diagram is presented in figure 2.7. Our theoretical calculations 

show that the (MC-LD,HD-MC) phase configuration can be found for a > 1/2 and 

P > 1/2; (MC-LD,HD-HD) exists for a > 1/2 and 0.24 < (3 < 1/2; (MC-HD,HD-HD) 

phase is realized for a > 1/2 and 0.22 < (3 < 0.24; (LD-LD,HD-MC) configuration 

exists for 0.24 < a < 1/2 and (3 > 1/2; and (LD-LD,LD-MC) can be found for 

0.19 < a < 0.24 and (3 > 1/2. The curved boundaries between different phases 

are found by solving the appropriate master equations, which yield that the curved 

border between (LD-LD,LD-LD) and (LD-LD,LD-HD) phases is given by 

(3 + \{M-\) (1 - a)a + j(2a - 1 - 2a2 - 2(3 + 2/?2 + M) 2 

\{M - 1)(3 - 2/?2 + M) - " ( l - ^ - _ ° 2 - ^ + ^ ) > ( 2 . 2 6 ) 

where the parameter M is defined as 

M = y/1 - 8a + 8a2 + 4/3 - 4/?2. (2.27) 

The border between (LD-LD,LD-HD) and (LD-LD,HD-HD) is calculated from the 
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equation 

(1 - 2a + M)[(l - a)a + - ( 2 a - 2a2 - 2/3 + 2/32 + M - l ) 2 

(a - l ) (a 2 - a + /3 - /32) - - [{M - 1)(1 + 2a2 + 4/3 - 4/32 + M)] . (2.28) 

The curved boundary between (LD-LD,HD-HD) and (LD-HD,HD-HD) is computed 

from 

(a - 2a3 + a4 + 2a/32 - 2a2/?2 + /34)(1 - 2/3 + if) = 

/3(3 + 2a - 2a2 - 2/3 - if) - (a - a 2 - /3 + /32)(1 + if) , (2.29) 

with 

if = y/l + 4a - 4a2 - 8/3 + 8/32. (2.30) 

The border between (LD-HD,HD-HD) and (HD-HD,HD-HD) is described by 

1 + 2a 3 + 3/3 + a 2 ( l - /3 + /32) + a ( K - 3) = a 4 + 3^ 2 + if. (2.31) 

Particle currents and density profiles in each phase can be found by substituting the 

appropriate solutions of the master equations into the equations giving p and J for 

every phase of the single lane TASEP. 
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2.5 Monte-Carlo simulations and discussion 

The theoretical treatment presented above accounts for interactions between clus

ters only in an approximate mean-field manner and represents exactly only the particle 

dynamics within the defect cluster itself. Since the theory is approximate, we have 

preformed numerous Monte-Carlo simulations to check the validity of the acquired 

results. Our theoretical results are valid in the thermodynamic limit of L —•*• oo, which 

means that we neglect finite size effects and mainly predict bulk values of parameters. 

The phase diagram for various values of w in the symmetric case appears in figure 

2.6, while figure 2.7 displays the phase diagram for the maximum asymmetry case, 

both in comparison with simulation results. Figure 2.8 shows the density profiles for 

the symmetric case configurations as predicted by theory again in comparison with 

simulation, while figures 2.9 and 2.10 display the same information for the asymmetric 

case. Density profiles at certain phase transition points in the asymmetric case are 

shown in figure 2.11, and some current profiles also for the asymmetric case appear 

in figures 2.13-2.15 with the theoretically predicted phase transition points marked. 

In all figures the symbols used to designate simulation results are comparable to the 

errors. 

In general, agreement between simulation and theory for the symmetric case is 

excellent for weak coupling w « 1 while increasing the probability of vertical transi

tions w ~ = 1 leads to stronger correlations in the system and theoretical predictions 

start to deviate from Monte-Carlo simulations. Further, our results are in excellent 
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agreement with simulation for the HD-HD and LD-LD (figs. 2.8 [a] and [b]) phases 

but not so much for the HD-LD phase where they only qualitatively agree as can be 

seen in fig. 2.8 [c]. This occurs because in this phase the dynamics are dominated 

by processes near the vertical junction cluster and our theory neglects correlations 

between different system segments. For the asymmetric case a much more complex 

picture of 10 phases emerges from both theory and simulation. Agreement is mostly 

excellent with deviations only for small a and/or (3 and in the phases where the dy

namics is specified by processes near the vertical junction cluster. The large number 

of phases can be explained in that the symmetric case symmetry requirements force 

all segment currents to be the same, whereas for the asymmetric case this require

ment vanishes, having an MC phase is no longer impossible, and with the segments 

no longer in lockstep much more varied behavior emerges. 

9 

• o 

• Q 

• • 

• 

Figure 2.5: Particle-hole minor asymmetry on the defect site: Particles on first lattice are 
obliged to switch lattices if both the next site on the same lattice and the defect site on the 
next lattice are free, but holes (represented here by the empty circle) on the second lattice 
are not obliged to jump to the first lattice in the equivalent situation. 

Last but not least, of great interest in the asymmetric w\ = 1 , W2 = 0 case is 

the slight asymmetry evident in the location of the (LD-LD,LD-LD) to (LD-LD,LD-

MC) transition border compared with the (HD-HD,HD-HD) to (MC-HD,HD-HD) 

transition border. The asymmetry is visible in the phase diagram for the maximum 
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asymmetry case (figure 2.7), when comparing the current profiles for a = 0.75 and 

(3 = 0.75 (figures 2.13,2.14) and is most prominent in figure 2.15 where it manifests 

itself in the different current profiles of the 1L and 2R segments. This asymmetry is 

not compatible with the cardinal principle of particle-hole equivalence which we would 

expect to hold on geometrical considerations and its presence reveals the existence of 

some symmetry breaking which however must not be major since in general it does 

not appear to influence other salient features of the system such as the overall phase 

diagram symmetry. The explanation is that indeed a small asymmetry exists at the 

defect: a particle on the defect site on the first lattice must move to the second lattice 

if the defect site on it is free irrespective of the occupation status of the site on the 

defect's right on the first lattice; but in the equivalent situation a hole on the defect 

site in the second lattice does not need to hop to the first lattice; instead it has equal 

probability to jump to the site to the immediate left on the same lattice as it does 

to hop to the other lattice provided there are particles in both of them, as shown in 

figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.6: Symmetric case phase diagram for w = 0.9, w = 0.5 and w = 0.1. Phase 
boundaries shift towards higher values of a and (3 as w decreases. Symbols correspond to 
Monte-Carlo simulations, lines stand for theoretical predictions. 

i i 1 — 

AULD V 
a. LD-LD.HD-MC 
ii. 

MC-LD.HD-MC 

1 : LD-LD.LD-MC 
2 : LD-LD.LD-HD 
3 : LD-HD.HD-HD 
4 : MC-HD.HD-HD 

Figure 2.7: Asymmetric case phase diagram for w\ — 1 and iU2 = 0. Symbols corre
spond to Monte-Carlo simulations, lines stand for theoretical predictions. Thick boundaries 
correspond to second-order phase transitions. 
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Figure 2.8: Density profiles of the LD-LD configuration in the limit of strong coupling (a), 
HD-HD configuration for coupling w = 0.5 (b) and HD-LD configuration for couplings w = 
0.9 and w = 0.1 (c). Note how the profile for the w = 0.1 case is almost indistinguishable 
from the MC phase we would expect for for w = 0. In all cases, lines represent theoretical 
bulk density values. 39 
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Figure 2.9: Density profiles of the (MC-LD,HD-MC) (d), (LD-LD,HD-MC) (e) and (LD-
LD,LD-MC) (f) configurations in the w\ = 1 , w^ = 0 asymmetric case. The lines represent 
theoretical bulk density values. 
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Figure 2.10: Density profiles of the(LD-LD,LD-LD) (g), (LD-LD,LD-HD) (h) and (LD-
LD,HD-HD) (i) configurations in the w\ = 1 , 1V2 = 0 asymmetric case. The lines represent 
theoretical bulk density values. 
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Figure 2.11: Density profiles in the w\ = 1 , w-i = 0 asymmetric case of the (HD-HD,HD-
HD) - (MC-HD,HD-HD) (j) and (HD-HD,HD-HD) - (LD-HD,HD-HD) (k) phase transitions 
as found via simulation 
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Figure 2.12: Current profiles at a = 0.75 for increasing /?, with points of phase transitions 
as predicted by theory marked by vertical lines 
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Figure 2.13: Current profiles at (3 = 0.75 for increasing a, with points of phase transitions 
as predicted by theory marked by vertical lines 
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Figure 2.14: Current profiles along the j3 = 1/2 - a line for a = 0 to a = 1/2. Note the 
asymmetry between the 1L and 2R segment profiles which cannot be explained if particle-
hole symmetry holds throughout the system. 
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Chapter 3 

TASEP with diffusive middle segment 

3.1 Introduction 

This problem is motivated by the binding and unbinding of motor proteins on 

microtubules. Motor proteins are bound to microtubules and move along protofila-

ments carrying various cargoes. However their binding energy can be overcome by 

thermal fluctuations so they unbind after some time and diffuse freely, often reattach

ing themselves to another protofilament as they are strongly attracted to it. Limiting 

this approach once more to kinesins alone we have movement only on one direction on 

the protofilaments which can than be modeled as TASEPs. The diffusive part of the 

motion can be modeled as a SSEP since a protein can diffuse in any direction, we are 

only interested in ID motion and there is no net transport along a SSEP. Thus our 

system is comprised of a single lattice in three segments the middle one representing 

the diffusive transport and the first and last one the driven part. The exact same 

system has already been investigated (46), but since the present approach is anchored 

on the exact solutions known for the TASEP and SSEP I expected at a minimum 

significant improvement over the results acquired in the aforementioned study. 
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3.2 General system description 

Our model consists of three segments, one driven on the left, one diffusive in the 

middle, and another driven on the right, henceforth respectively called L,M and R. 

The total length of the lattice is equal to N, and I + m + r = N, where l,m,r are the 

number of cells in the L,M,R segments respectively.Particles can jump from any site 

of the lattices L and R to the right with rate 1. Particles in the M segment can hop 

to the right with rate q from all but the last cell (m) of M and to the left also with 

rate q from all but the first cell of M. Particles in the m cell of M can hop to the 

right with rate 1. The density at any cell is designated as P^ where i can be L,M or 

R indicating the left, middle or right segment respectively and j is the index of the 

cell ranging from 1 to 1, 1 to m or 1 to r respectively. Particles can enter the system 

from the left with rate 0 < a < 1 and exit from the right with rate 0 < (3 < 1 

<* 1 ! l 1/2 1/2 ' l 1 R 

lattice 1 TAS^P 1 lattice 3 TASEP 
1 lattice 2 SSEP 

3L OCR 

Figure 3.1: Diagram of the model. The left and right segments are TASEPs, the middle 
segment is a SSEP. 

3.2.1 Initial phase characterization 

If we choose to characterize the phases of our system as (x,y) where x is the phase 

of L and y the phase of R and since each of the driven segments can be in LD,HD 
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or MC phase we have a total of 9 phases. However, in the steady state the bulk 

currents of the two driven segments must be equal: JL,Buik — JR,Buik- It is therefore 

not possible to have a configuration where only one of the L,R segments will be in 

MC phase, since if the current in the non-Mc segment way say, k, that would mean 

1 , 1 

Thus only 5 configurations are possible: (MC.MC) , (LD,LD) , (HD,HD) , (LD,HD) 

and (HD,LD). We must examine each one individually. We designate the entrance 

and exit rates of the diffusive segment M to be am and (3m. If Pkj is the density for 

the j site in the k segment, we know from the exact solution for the SSEP that: 

p _ ^ M 7 7 1 + 0m+6 V + 6+pm ^ 1 + am+l) 

~ — 1 - 1 - 1 I 1 

which in our case where 7 = 5 = 0 reduces to: 

m+ -1— i 
P i P m 

Mi — 
m 

and for the special cases i = 1 and i = m we get: 

?TI< + ^ I ~fi~~ a 
p _ ffm p _ fc _ "frn 
•» Ml i , l , l ' *Mm 1 , 1 , 1 a / 1 \ , \ a 

m - \ + -±- + f- m-l + -^ + f- / 3 m a m ( m - l ) + a m + A 
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It is crucial to keep in mind that the above quantities from the SSEP exact solution 

were derived under the assumption that q = 1. When actually using them in concert 

with quantities based on the TASEP exact solution it is necessary to modify them 

as follows: The TASEP-based expressions for am and j3m found below are all divided 

by q to signify the transition to the time frame where q = l . Thus we get: 

PM% — 
m+ 4 i 

Prn 

and 

m + -£ 1 nn 
p _ 0m p _ H^m 

M 1 m - l + ^ - + ^ - ' m Pmam(m - 1) + q(am + f3m) 
(3-1) 

We keep the designation a and (3 for the entrance and exit rates of the entire sys

tem. We use the designation /3L for the effective exit rate of the L segment and the 

designation ar for the effective entrance rate of the R segment. It is easy to see that 

A = 1 - PMI , a*m = PLI , (3m = l - PRI and ar = Pj Mm 

In the above we have made use of the quantities PLI and PRI , which can also be found 

via the exact solution of the TASEP depending on the TASEP phase as follows (1): 

Cell densities 

PLI 

Pm 

MC 

I 

4 ( 1 - P M I ) 

I 1 
4P M m 

LD 

a(l—a) 

( 1 - P M I ) 

*Mm 

HD 

PMI 

l J 8 ( 1 - / 8 ) 
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3.2.2 M C - M C configuration 

To have such a configuration in the driven segments it is necessary form the 

TASEP solution that 

1 1 1 1 
a > - , P > - , Pi > - and ar > -

The third requirement reduces to: 

Pi > - => 1 - PM1 > - => PM1 < -

and the fourth one reduces to: 

1 1 
&r > 7) => PMm > ~Z 

We immediately get 

fL = l-Pia = l-l + jp— = jp— 

Substituting this into the equation for PM™, we acquire: 

" I . A I -I \ A Tt 

PM™ = —; -, 1 , , p — r => ^qoLm -q-(m- l ) a m = AqPMmar, 
q 4- am{m - 1 + 4<?PMm) 

4qam -q-(m- l)am 

Aqam 
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Since from the fourth requirement we must have PMTJI > 1/2: 

4qam — q — (m — l)am 1 , , ,,. , , 
— > - => 2qam - am(m - 1) > q => am(2q - m + 1) > q 

4qam 2 

But am = Pa and for L segment in MC Pu = 1/4(1 — PM\)- Thus the inequality 

becomes: 

2q — m + I 2o + 7n—l 
— —-rr > q => 2q-m+l > 4q-4qPM1 => AqPM1 > 2q+m-l => PM1 > 
4(1 - PMi) 4g 

We know from the third requirement that we must have PM\ < 1/2 and combining 

this with the above inequality we acquire: 

1 2g + m - 1 
- > —— = > 0 > m - l ^ > l > m 
2 4g 

which is of course impossible since m > 1. The MC-MC phase configuration is 

therefore impossible in this system. 

The non existence of the MC-MC configuration has important results for our 

investigation as it means that an MC phase is nowhere possible in the driven part of 

the system (nor is it possible in the diffusive part as the theory thereof postulates). 

Thus, if we divide the phase diagram of our system into four quadrants , Lower Left 

(LL) for a < 1/2 and /? < 1/2, Upper Left (UL) for a < 1/2 and (3 > 1/2, Lower Right 

(LR) for a > 1/2 and (3 < 1/2 and finally Upper Right (UR) for a > 1/2 and /? > 1/2 

we can use the known requirements for the existence of TASEP phases to see which 
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phase configurations can exist in each quadrant. It is easy to see that since LD can 

exist in the L segment only for a < 1/2 and MC cannot exist anywhere the L segment 

can only be in HD in the LR and UR quadrants. Likewise the R segment can only 

be in LD in the UL and UR quadrants. Thus the entire UR quadrant can only be in 

(HD,LD) configuration. If we accept that for very small f3 and a > 1/2 we must have 

(HD,HD) and that for very small a and (5 > 1/2 we must in the same manner have 

(LD,LD), we can only conclude that the LR and UL quadrants are divided between 

the (HD,HD) , (HD,LD) and the (HD.LD) , (LD,LD) configurations respectively. 

In the LL quadrant we may have four configurations (LD,LD), (HD,HD), (LD,HD) 

and (HD,LD) and therefore a closer look is needed there. We will first endeavor to 

pinpoint the borders between phases in the UL and LR quadrants. 

3.2.3 LR quadrant 

We need to find the boundary between the LD and HD phases in the R segment 

knowing that the L segment will be in HD. At the boundary we will have ar = /? = 

PMTTI- From this we can also deduce that PR\ = j3 and therefore /5m = 1 — (5. Further, 

since the L segment is in HD, Pu = PM\ => ocm = PMI- Then from the relation 

determining PM™ we have: 

3= ^ =• 
^ Pm(l -B)(m-1) + q(PM1 + 1- /3) 

PMIPO- -3){m-l)+ q(3{\ -(3) = qPM1 - q0PM1 = qPM1{l - 6) => 
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[q - (3{m - 1)]PM1 = qP^ PMl = - f (3.3) 
q- (5{m- I) 

We here assumed that the denominator is not zero. If it is zero, we immediately 

conclude that 

m — 1 

From the relation determining PMI we have: 

m-l + j ^ [(l-/3)(m-l)+?]PMi 
PM-\ — 

m-l + j ^ + j ^ PMI(1 - P)(m - 1) + q{\ - (3) + qPMi 

PMi[q+(l-P)(m-l)] = q + (l-(3)(m-l)-q(l-f3) = qf3 + (l-P)(m-l)^ 

_qP + (l-(3)(m-l) 

g + ( l - / 3 ) ( m - l ) 

Equating 3.3 and 3.5 we acquire: 

q(3 + {l-P)(m-l) q(3 
q + (1 - 0)(m - 1) q-p(m-l) 

q2(3-q(32{m-l)+qf3{m-l) = q2p-qp{m-l)+q(m-l)-q(32(m-l)+/32(m-l)2-P{m-l) 

2qp = q + (32(m - 1) - /3(m - 1) => p2{m - 1) - [2q + (m - 1)]/? + q = 0 

and we have A = Aq2 + (m — l)2 which means that the solutions are: 

2q + m - 1 ± y/4q2 + (m - l)2 

^ ~ 2 ( m - l ) 
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Since we are in the LR quadrant we need /3 < 1/2 and therefore the solution with the 

positive sign for the root must be dropped which means that 

_ 2g + m - l - y V + ( m - i ) 2 
P ~ 2(m - 1 ) {6'b) 

3.2.4 UL quadrant 

We need to find the boundary between the LD and HD phases in the L segment 

knowing that the R segment will be in LD. At the boundary we will have a = Pi = 

1 — PMI => PMI — 1 — a — Pu = Oim, and for the R segment in LD (3m — 1 — PM™,-

From the equation determining PM\ we have: 

1 a _ m - 1 + T^fc )X a (m-l)( l -PM m ) + g 
^ - i + i^fc + i ^ ' " " (m-i ) ( i -P„ m ) + g + * i ^ * i 

(1 - a)(m - 1)(1 - PMm) + 9(1 - ^Mm) + q(l-a) = q + (m-l)(l- P M m ) 

ga = (1 - PMm)[(l - a) (m - 1) + g - (m - 1)] =» 

ga = (1 - PMm)k - a(m - 1)] =>- PMm = 1 
g — a(m — 1) 

g(l - a) - a(ro - 1) 
* M m — 7 7T IA'/ 

g — a[m — 1) 

Here we have assumed that the denominator is nonzero. If that is not the case then 

we immediately acquire 

a = -?— (3.8) 

m — 1 
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Prom the equation determining PM™, we get: 

p = 9(1 ~ «) -
Mm (1 - PMm)(l ~ a)(m - 1) + g(l - a + 1 - PMm) 

PMm{^-PMm){^-^){m-l)+q{l-PMm)PMm = q{l-a)-q(l-a)PMm = q(l-a)(l-PMm) => 

PMm[(l -a)(m-l) + q]= g(l - a) => PMm = ^ n
g ( 1 ~f TT (3.9) 

9 + (1 — a)(m — 1) 

Equating 3.7 and 3.9 we get: 

g(l — a) g(l — a) — a(m — 1) 

q + (1 — a)(m — 1) g — a(m — 1) 

g 2 ( l - a ) - g o ; ( m - l ) + g ( l - Q ; ) 2 ( m - l ) - a ( l - Q ; ) ( m - l ) 2 = q2{l-a)-qa{l-a){m-\) =>• 

qa — qa(l — a) = g(l — a)2 — a ( l — a)(m—1) => ga2 = ga2+g—2ga — a ( l — a)(m— 1) =>• 

a 2 (m - 1) - [2g + (m - l)]a + g = 0 

For this A = 4g2 + (m — l ) 2 and in complete symmetry with the LR quadrant we find 

the solutions for a to be: 

_ 2g + m - 1 ± ^ 4 g 2 + (m - l ) 2 

a~ 2(m-l) 
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and since we need a < 1/2 we can only keep the solution 

_ 2g + m - 1 - y/4q2 + (m - l ) 2 

a~ 2(m - 1) 

3.2.5 LL quadrant 

In this quadrant all four phases (HD,LD), (LD,LD), (HD,HD) and (LD,HD) may 

exist. Assuming to begin with that (LD,LD) and (HD,HD) do exist, if only for very 

small values of a and (3 respectively, we note that the derivations of their borders with 

(HD,LD) remain valid within the LL quadrant and therefore if they have borders with 

(HD,LD) these will follow the same lines as in the UL and LR quadrant respectively. 

We assume that (LD,LD) and (HD,HD) share a border and attempt to find it. Along 

such a border we would have a LD to HD transition in both driven segments, therefore 

a = Pi and (3 = ar. From current conservation 

Jsuik = JLik =* " (1 " «) = 0(1 - P) => OL = (3 or a = 1 - (3 

But since we want both a < 1/2 and (3 < 1/2 the second solution must be dropped 

and therefore the border is given by the a = (3 line. The picture that emerges is of 

the LL quadrant being divided among the (LD,LD), (HD,HD) and (HD,LD) phases, 

with a 3-phase point located at a = (3 = -^——2(m-i) "* ' Whether this picture 

is correct depends on what we find concerning the (LD,HD) phase, since this is the 

only one not accounted for. 
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3.2.6 L D - H D configurat ion 

Requirements for this phase to exist are a < 1/2, /3 < 1/2, a < j3i and /3 < ar. 

Due to the equality of the currents we have 

J Bulk = JLk =• " (1 - «) = /?(1 - P) 

which has solutions a = /3 and a = 1 — (3. But if /? < 1/2 we have a = 1 — (3 > 1/2 

which contradicts the first requirement and therefore the second solution must be 

dropped. This (a = j3 < 1/2) suggests that the configuration in question will exist 

only as a phase transition in which the density profiles will be linear, and since 

therefore it will not exist beyond the a = (3 line it is enough to determine the point 

where it meets the (HD,LD) configuration to determine if the picture as determined 

in the previous section is correct. At the meeting point (since LD-HD exists only 

on one line we speak of point, not border) we have an LD to HD transition in the 

L segment and therefore a = 0i and HD to LD transition in the R segment and 

therefore ar = (3. Since we are on the a — (3 line, these lead to a = (3 = (3i = ar. 

Thus 

(3 = ar = PMm and a = (3t = 1 - PM1 => PM1 = 1 - a 

But these two relations together with those above are equivalent to simultaneously 

solving the relations determining the borders between the (HD,LD) configuration and 

the (LD,LD) and (HD,HD) configurations, which have already been solved separately. 
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The solution therefore is 

2g + m - l - y V + ( m - l ) 2 
a = (5 = 2 ( ^ 1 ) ( 3-U) 

precisely as predicted in the tentative picture of the phase diagram derived above. 

3.3 The diffusive segment 

To fully determine the state of our system it is not sufficient simply to find the 

configuration of the driven segments. It is also necessary to know the behavior of the 

diffusive segment. Since this segment is described by the SSEP, as a general rule its 

density profile is given at each and every cell by the relation: 

m + 4— i 

••J-rn Hm 

To calculate the densities it is obvious that we need to know the am and (3m rates, 

which we know from above are determined by the configuration of the driven segments. 

We proceed to find a general formula for PM% for each driven segment configuration. 
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3.3.1 W h e n the driven segments are in HD-LD 

In this case we have am = Pu - PM\ and (3m = 1 - Pm = 1 - PMm => PMm = 

1 — (3m. Then from the relation determining PM\ we have: 

\a ( i \ , l , a a ( u . _^ /?m(m - 1) + g(l - (3m) \pm{rn - 1) + q\am + (3mq = (3m{m - 1) + q => am = —-;—_ (3.13) 

In the same way, from the equation determining PMm we get: 

l - A . - qC" am(3m{m -1) + qam + q(3m 

am(3m(m - 1) + qam + q(3m = am^m{m - 1) + qamf3m + q/3^ + qam => 

g - ( m - l ) ( l - / 3 m ) 

Of course this holds under the constraint that q — (m — 1)(1 — /3m) > 0, and because 

m is generally large we expect a high 0m. Equating 3.13 and 3.14 we find that 

_2q-(m-l)± y/(m - l ) 2 - 4g2 

Pm~ 2 ( 2 g - ( m - l ) ) 

under the constraints 2q ^ m — \ and (m — l ) 2 — 4g2 > 0, which combine into 

m > \+2q. It can be shown that under this constraint only one solution is acceptable, 
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namely 

2g - (m - 1) - y/(m - l ) 2 - V 
Pm 2(2q - (m - 1)) 

Substituting this into 3.14 it is easy to find am and subsequently (3m and hence the 

density at every site of the SSEP as a function of q and m. 

3.3.2 W h e n the driven segments are in H D - H D 

Equation 3.13 holds as nothing has changed in the L segment. For the R segment 

we have: 

and from the expression for PM™, we acquire: 

qamPm = (3(1 - (3)[(3marn(m - 1) + qam + q(5m] => 

qam(3m = (3mam(m - I)(3(1 - (3) + qam(3(l - beta) + q(3m(3(l - (3) => 

a Pi1- beta)qam 
Pm qam - (3(1 - (3)am(m - 1) - q/3(l - (3) ^ l 0 ) 

where of course the denominator has to be positive. Substituting this into 3.13 we 

can calculate am and then (3m, which enables us to acquire the density at every site 

of the SSEP as a function of q,m and (3. 
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3.3.3 W h e n the driven segments are in LD-LD 

Equation 3.14 holds as nothing has changed in the R segment. For the L segment 

we have: 

a(l-a) _ A 
Urn — "LI 

1 — PM\ 1 —
 PMI 

where we called a(l — a) = A. We have 

1 — PMI = 
am{m - 1) + q + f* 

and we thus acquire: 

. Aqam A t \ Aqotn 

qam = Aam(m -l) + Aq-\ — => qam - Aam(m - 1) - Aq = Pm Pm 

Pm = ~. 7 TT T- (3.16) 
qam - Aam{m - 1) - Aq 

And again by substituting this into 3.14 we can calculate am and hence (3m and the 

density at every point in the SSEP as a function of q,m and a. 

3.4 Discussion 

The theoretical investigation into this system concluded that the system phase 

diagram had three phases for all values of a and (3. Both the phase diagram and the 

current and density values determined for each case matched very well the results 

of the prior work by (46), despite the fact that the present approach was based on 
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the much more exact TASEP and SSEP solutions. The reason for this is that the 

key feature determining the behavior of the system is the lack of transport along an 

infinite SSEP which manifests itself as a linear current profile in a finite SSEP. Since 

the authors of (46) modeled the driven compartments as TASEPs and assumed to 

begin with that current along the diffusive compartment has a linear profile, their 

results are highly accurate, even without benefit of the more involved modeling of 

the diffusive compartment as a SSEP. I decided therefore not to continue with the 

investigation of this system as I could not hope to improve on already known work. 
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Chapter 4 

Parallel Coupling of SSEP and TASEP 

4.1 Introduction 

This problem is motivated by the transport of motor proteins along parallel 

protofilaments on microtubules (28). Occasionally, motor proteins may jump from 

a chain which is modeled as a TASEP since only kinesins are considered into the 

surrounding aqueous medium in which they propagate by diffusion, a state that can 

be simulated by a SSEP. Proteins may reattach to the protofllament and indeed often 

do so since they are strongly attracted to it. Here a model linking such a diffusion-

driven SSEP with a TASEP without presetting equilibrium conditions between the 

two lattices is investigated. There is only one other theoretical investigation SSEP 

and TASEP coupling (48) but it assumes periodic boundary conditions and symmetric 

coupling only. 

4.2 Model 

We consider identical particles that move on two parallel one dimensional lattices 

as illustrated in figure 4.1. The two channels are identical and they have L + 1 sites. 
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The particles interact via hard-core exclusion potential: each site is either empty or 

occupied by a single particle. The dynamics of the system is random-sequential, i.e., 

at each time step we randomly choose a site on one lattice to follow its dynamics. 

Particles can enter the system from the left with the rate 0 < a < 1 if any of the first 

sites in either lattice are empty. Particles that reach the final site in either lattice 

can leave the system with the rate 0 < (3 < 1. In the bulk of the system, at every 

site i in the first lattice a particle can move vertically to the corresponding site i on 

the second lattice with the rate w\ if that site is empty, or it can hop to the i + 1 

site in the same (first) lattice if it is empty with the rate (1 — w\). However, if the 

site i in the second channel is occupied, the particle jumps in the horizontal direction 

to the right with the rate 1 if the forward site is available. A particle on any site 

i in the bulk of the second lattice can hop vertically with the rate w2 if the upper 

site is free, or it can move horizontally either forward with the rate (1 — w2)/2 if the 

site i + 1 is not occupied or backward with the rate (1 — w2)/2 if the site z — 1 is 

free. If the upper site is taken, it will move either to the right neighboring site with 

the rate 1/2, assuming that this forward site is available, or to the left with rate 1/2 

assuming again that this backward site is free. The total transition rate out of every 

i < L + 1 site in either lattice is equal to one. When the transition rates between 

the channels are equal (u>i = w2) the coupling is symmetric, while for w\ ^ w2 the 

coupling between the lattices is asymmetric. 

If the inter-channel hopping rates are equal to zero (wi = w2 = 0) then we 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic view of SEP and TASEP with coupling at every site. Particles 
move along and between the lattices, if the corresponding site is empty. On the top lattice 
(TASEP) they can move only to the right with rate 1, while on the bottom lattice (SSEP) 
they can either to the left or the right with rates both equal to 1/2. The inter-channel 
transitions rates are w\ and w^. Allowed transitions are shown by arrows. Entrance rates 
at both lattices are equal to a and exit rates are equal to (3. 

have two independent single-lane SEPs, a TASEP and a SSEP, systems for which 

exact solutions for all dynamic properties are already known (1; 29; 31). Several 

approximate theoretical approaches have been developed for investigation of multi

channel ASEPs (16; 17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 23). However, probably the closest 

description of non-equilibrium dynamics, as judged by comparison with Monte Carlo 

computer simulations, is obtained by the mean-field models that have exact treatment 

of the vertical transitions between the channels (17; 21). 

We adopt the strategy presented in chapter 2 to analyze the two-channel SEP 

made up by a SSEP and a TASEP linked at every site: The dynamics at any cluster 
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can be specified by introducing functions P^- (i,j = 0,1) that define the probability 

that the vertical cluster is empty (Poo), partially occupied [Pio or P0i if the occupied 

site is on the lane 1 or 2, respectively], or fully occupied (Pn) . These probabilities 

are related via a normalization condition 

Poo + Pw + Poi + Pn = 1. (4-1) 

Here we use the terms LD (low-density), (HD) (high density) phases for the entrance-

and exit- dominated phases of our system respectively and the term MC (maximum 

current) phase for the maximum current phase of our system, even though since 

they depend on the values of the interchannel transition rates these might not be 

completely in tandem with the usual definitions; for example there are in this system 

cases where an entrance-dominated phase will have bulk density over 1/2 whereas 

usually a phase must have bulk density less than 1/2 to be designated an LD phase. 

4.3 General relations 

In the bulk of the system where we can ignore boundary effects, we have three 

independent master equations: 

dP 
- ^ = [(2-Wl- w2)]P10Poi - 2PnPoo 

dP 
—-^ = w2P0i - wiPio + 2PnP0o - (2 - w-i - W2)PIQPOI 
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dP 
—£- = wxPw - w2P01 + 2PnPoo - (2 - wi - w2)PQlPw at 

At steady state from the last two equations we can immediately conclude that in all 

eventualities we must have 

w2P01 = WlPw (4.2) 

Substituting this from and the normalization into the first master equation at at 

steady state we find: 

(2-Wl- w2)—P?0 + 2(1 + —)PnPio ~ 2Pn ( l - Pu) = 0 (4.3) 
w2 w2 

The general relations for the entrance, exit and bulk currents respectively are: 

Jen = a(2P00 + Pw + F01) , Jex = P[2PU + (1 - iwi)P10 + (1 - w2)P01] 

Jbuik = [Pu + (1 - wi)Pio](Poo + P01) 

Substituting into these relations the values for P0i and P00 we acquire: 

Jen = a[2(l - Pu) - (1 + ^ ) P 1 0 ] (4.4) 
w2 

Jex = P[2Pn + (1 - 2Wl + —)PW] (4.5) 
w2 

hulk = [Pu + (1 - ^i)Pio](l - Pu ~ P10) (4-6) 
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The last of these relations means that there is no current along the SSEP. In general 

for specific rates it is possible to use 4.3 to find Pw = f(Pu) and substitute this into 

the current equations to find the values of Pn in terms of a or (5 for entrance and 

exit dominated states. For the maximum current phase it is possible to determine 

the value of P n by solving the dgplk — 0 equation. Borderlines between the phases 

can be acquired by equating the currents for each phase, substituting P n values as 

appropriate and solving for a and (5 values. 

4.4 Symmetric coupling 

It is instructive to analyze first the simplest case of strong symmetric coupling 

when wi = W2 = 1- It can be shown that it is not possible to have a completely empty 

vertical cluster in the large-time limit, i.e., Poo = 0. That is because P00 can only be 

acquired from P10 and Poi and the particles in these clusters since w\ = W2 = 1 will 

always prefer to jump to the other lattice as opposed to moving forward or backward. 

From 4.2 we conclude that Poi = Pio which means that the normalization relation 

reduces to: 

P „ = 1 - 2P10 

At this point we conclude that this system can be mapped to a PASEP, which has 

already been studied (32) The P n clusters now play the part of particles, while the 

half-filled clusters the part of holes. The entrance rate is a since a particle can enter 

only when the first cluster is half-filled, but the exit rate is 2/3 because particles can 
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exit from either of the exit sites when the last cluster is full. The PASEP entrance 

and exit rates are thus determined to be: a , 2(5 and 7 = £ = 0. For the rates of 

backward and forward motion in the PASEP we have P^ = Pio + PQI = 2PXo where 

Ph is the density of holes. If q is the rate of backward motion we have 

qPuPh = \PnPw => qPnPh = \Pn\ph ^ Q = \ 

In the same way we have for the forward motion 

pPuPh = P11P01 + \PuPio = lPn\Ph =>P = l 

Thus the rate of backward motion is q = 1/4 while the rate of forward motion is equal 

to p = 3/4. Therefore the PASEP parameters are: 

3 1 
p=-,q=-,a,2P and 7 = 5 = 0 

Since the solution for the PASEP has been formulated for q+p = 1 and here we have 

exactly that, we do not need to do any rescaling; however in the general case it would 

be necessary to scale all rates to acquire p + q = 1. For these parameters the phase 

diagram has three regions formed by the a = 1/4, j3 = 1/8 and f3 = a/2 lines. The 

current in these phase are as follows: For the "MC" phase J = 1/8. For the LD and 

HD phases the currents are: J = 2/3(1 — 4/3) and J = a ( l — 2a). The boundaries are 
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derived easily from the equations 

a ( l - 2a) = ±=> a = ± , 2/?(l - A/3) = i =• /? = ± and 

2/9(1 - 4/3) = a ( l - 2a) => a = 2(3 

A second solution to the last equation, a — (1 — 4/3)/2, is rejected because for a —> 0 

we must have (3 —> 0. We now proceed to analyze a more general case in which 

W\ — w2 = w < 1 From 4.2 we have Pw = Poi a n d 4.3 becomes: 

(1 - w)P?0 + 2PnPio - P n ( l - P n ) = 0 

the only acceptable solution to which is 

y/Pn[l-w(l-Tnj\-Pn 

n o — \ 
1 — w 

The entrance and exit currents are: 

Jen = 2a ( l - P n - Pio) , Jex = 2/?[(l - w)Pio + Pn] 

and JMfc = [(1 - w)Pw + P n ] ( l - Pn - Pio) 

We assume that we will have three phases, namely LD, HD and MC. The bulk current 

can be expressed as a function of P n by substituting the value of Pio from above. 
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After some algebra it becomes: 

Jbuik = (l-w + wPn)Pw (4.7) 

We now proceed to determine the characteristics of the LD phase. We have 

Jen = Jbulk => 2d! = (1 - W)PW + P n 

and substituting the value of Pw we eventually get: 

V ( l - w)2 + 16wa2 - (1 - w) 
Pn = ^ ( 4 8 ) 

This expression for Pn satisfies 0 < Pn < 1 for a < 1/2. The expression for the 

current can be written in terms of P n as 

„ 1-w- wPn - V ^ n C 1 ~w + wPn) 
JLD = lot 

1 — w 

and the density is the same in both lattices: 

= y/Pu(l-w + wPn)-wPn 

1 — w 
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Substituting 4.8 into the above relations we get: 

JLD — a 
1 — w 

V ( l — w)2 + 16wa2 + 1 — w — 4a 

and 

P = 
1 — w + 4a — -^/(l — w)2 + 16u>a2 

2 ( 1 - w ) 

For the HD phase proceeding as above we have: 

JeX = Jbuik =* ^iA2 i + [1 " 2w(l - 2/?)]Pn - (1 - w)(l - 2/3)2 = 0 

An acceptable solution for this exists only for /3 < 1/2 and is: 

Pu = 
2w(l - 2(3) - 1 + V 1 - 8w/?(l - 2/?) 

2w 
(4.9) 

while the current can be written 

JHD = 2p^Pn{l-w + wPn) 

and the densities are the same as for LD. Substituting 4.9 into the current and density 

equations we acquire: 

JHD = P(l - 4/3 + y/l - 8w(3 + 16w/32) 
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and 

p = 1 - 2/3 

This is a at first glance a rather surprising result indicating that the density in the 

HD phase in contrast to the LD phase is insensitive to the coupling strength; but 

it is not unreasonable given that for the HD case hopping across lattices becomes a 

more difficult and more rare event. At the MC phase we must the condition that 

the current be maximum: OJ^ik/OPu = 0. The current is given by substituting the 

expression for Pw into 4.7: 

T fp-R , „ ^1-w + wPn- y/Pn(l-w + wPn) 
JMC = v-Pin1 _ w + wPn) r 

1 — w 

Employing the maximum current condition and after some algebra this eventually 

yields: 

2(1 - w + 2wPn)y/P~ii = (1 - tw + AwPn)y/l-w + wPu 

The only acceptable root is: 

_ 3w-2 64 - 144K; - UAw2 \/Y_ 
11 ~ 6 + 192~W + 12^ 

where 

Y = 8- 27w2 + 27w3 + 3^3\/ l6u; - 68w2 + U5w3 - 90w4 + 27w5 
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It is therefore always possible to compute the w-dependent value of Pu and therefore 

the -also w-dependent- value of Jbuik for which we have a MC phase. To determine 

the border between the LD and HD phases we equate the expressions for Jen and 

Jex, and substituting into this new relation the expressions found for Pio and Pu as 

appropriate reach a solution. It is possible in principle to solve this equation for any 

value of W\ and acquire (5 — / ( a ) . Thus the curve forming the border is given by 

\ / ( l — w)2 + 16wa2 + 1 — w — 4a 

In a similar manner by replacing in the expressions for Pn the value of Pu for which 

the transition to MC takes place we can derive the LD-MC and HD-MC borderlines 

which depend only on a and (3. Thus if, for example, w = 1/3 the three-phase point 

is to be found at ( « , / ? ) « (0.23 , 0.22) and the LD-MC, HD-MC borderlines are 

straight lines. 

4.5 Asymmetric coupling 

We first investigate the totally asymmetric coupling cases, that is the cases where 

either w\ = 0 and w2 = 1, or w2 = 0 and Wi = 1. In the first of these we can 

immediately use 4.2 to conclude that Poi = 0 and the first master equation simplifies 

to: 0 = — 2PnPoo whence one can only conclude that either P00 = 0 or Pn = 0, and 

(3(1 -4p + y/1 - %w(3 + 16w/?2) = 
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the normalization condition leads to 

Pn = 1 - Pw or PQO = 1 - Pio 

In the second case we can also use 4.2 to conclude that P\Q = 0 and the first master 

equation simplifies to: 0 = — 2PuP00 whence one can only conclude that either P00 = 0 

or Pn — 0, and the normalization condition leads to 

Pu = 1 - Poi or Poo = 1 - Poi 

In essence this means that the bulk of the SSEP will be either completely full (u)2 = 0) 

or completely empty (w\ = 0) at steady state. In the first case should any vacancy 

appear on the SSEP it will be quickly filled by a particle hopping from the TASEP; 

in the second case should any particle be on the SSEP it will quickly hop to the 

TASEP. However empty (occupied) sites on the SSEP may still be found close to the 

boundaries. From here we can show that for these strong couplings we acquire exact 

solutions. Let us show this for the w\ = 1 and W2 = 0 case. As mentioned above 

in that case the SSEP is completely full. We then define the clusters P u to be new 

"particles" and the clusters Pi0 to be the new "holes". The density on the SSEP is 

always 1. The particle effective entrance rate is aE = a. However the exit process 
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requires careful examination. The overall exit flux is: 

Jexit = PEPU = 0(2Pn + Poi) = fi(l + Pn) 

Since this must be equal to the bulk current J = P n ( l — Pn) equating the two leads 

to 

1 - ^ + V/32 - 6 / 9 + 1 
n i 

which results in an expression for /?#: 

1 + 1 - ^ - 6 / 3 + 1 
PE= -Z 

At this point we can use the known results for the TASEP to find three phases: an 

LD phase, existing for a < 1/2 and /3 > a(l — a)/(2 — a) with 

J = a(l — a) and p = a 

a HD phase existing for j3 < 1/6 and (3 < a ( l — a)/(2 — a) with 

T /3(3-/3 + V/?2-6/3 + l) , 1 - / 5 + ^ - 6 / 9 + 1 
J = *- and p = *— 

and an MC phase existing for a > 1/2 and /3 > 1/6 with 

J = - and p = -
4 ^ 2 
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A more elaborate extraction of the phase diagram can be found in Appendix II. The 

results for the other extreme case w\ = 0 and w2 = 1 can be easily obtained from 

this one with the transformation a «-»• /? and 0 <-> 1. 

We proceed to investigate a more general case in which wi ^ w2 while both w\ 

and w2 are less than 1. From 4.3: 

(2 - Wl - ^2)—^i2o + 2(1 + — )PnPio - 2PU (1 - P n ) = 0 
^ 2 W 2 

the solution of which is after eliminating the negative root: 

-P11 (wi + w2) + >/(™i + ^2)2Px2i + 2w2P11(2w1 - wxw2 - wl){\ - P n ) ^10 = 
2t«i — Wiu^ — w{ 

(4.10) 

The currents are: 

Jen = a[2(l - P n ) - (1 + ^ ) P 1 0 ] 
W2 

Jex = /?[2P„ + (1 - 2wi + —)Pio] 
w2 

Jbulk = [Pll + (1 - Wl)Pl0](l - Pll - Pio) 

It is thus possible by solving the 

•Jen — Jbulk > J ex — "bulk i -Jen — <Jex ana — U 

aPn 

equations to derive currents, densities and phase boundaries for any system, however 
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the general expressions will be very complicated and thus it is better to first substitute 

into the equations specific values for uii , w2. Thus for example for w\ — 2/5 and 

w2 = 1/4 the solution of the last of the above equations is Pn & 0.35. Using the 

remaining equations we can find the phase boundaries: The three-phase point is to 

be found at a,/3 « (0.27,0.2), and the LD-MC and HD-MC boundaries are straight 

lines. 

4.6 Monte-Carlo simulations and discussion 

The mapping to a PASEP or TASEP approach with which the system at strong 

couplings was treated provides exact results at all times. The second theoretical 

description of a two-channel system comprised of a TASEP and a SSEP linked all 

along the lattice treats the particle dynamics within each vertical junction cluster 

exactly. However, coupling between different parts of the system is viewed in a mean-

field manner that neglects correlations. In order to test the validity of the theoretical 

analysis extensive Monte Carlo computer simulations were performed. 

Figures 4.2-4.4 present density profiles for the HD, LD and MC phases in each 

of four systems presented as an example of each of one of the cases studied. It can 

be concluded that the approximate theoretical approach agrees in general very well 

with computer simulations. Equal rates result in almost identical properties between 

the channels with differences only near the boundaries. The number of particles in 

the system increases with w and the densities are driven over 1/2 even for the LD 
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phase. A surprising result is the independence of the HD density from w. A somewhat 

greater error and more pronounced simulation-theoretical difference for the [d] cases 

(asymmetric rates such as 0 < w2 < wl < 1) can be attributed to the mathematically 

very involved expressions which govern this system's behavior and which have been 

only solved numerically. Nevertheless all theoretical values for all systems are close 

enough to the values determined by simulation to fall within the latter's limits for 

error with the sole exception of the LD-MC transition line in Fig.4.5[d], where the 

greater discrepancy indicates that there are ranges of parameters for which correlation 

inside the lattices are important. Fig.4.5 presents the phase diagrams for the four 

examples studied. These all show three phases just as in the single-lane TASEP, 

however in comparison with the phase diagram for the single-lane TASEP they all 

show the MC phase occupying a greater volume. For example, in the case [a] the 

MC phase are is more than 150% greater than the corresponding phase in the one-

lane TASEP. However, for symmetric coupling this comes at a price, namely a much 

reduced maximum current value, (see Fig.4.6) which for the [a] case is merely half 

what it is for the single-lane TASEP. In the case of asymmetric coupling the MC phase 

still extends over more phase diagram area than what it does in the single-lane TASEP 

and the maximum current value still drops but both these changes are smaller than in 

the symmetric coupling cases. For maximum asymmetry the maximum current value 

remains at 1/4 unchanged from the single-lane TASEP; yet the MC phase occupies a 

phase diagram area more than 50% larger than for the single-lane TASEP.Symmetric 
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coupling decrease the HD phase area whereas asymmetric transitions with Wi > u^ 

decrease the size of the LD area. The LD-HD boundary is slightly curved instead of 

linear for intermediate asymmetric couplings. From Fig. 4.6 it is also evident that 

for symmetric couplings the particle fluxes through he system are decreased, whereas 

breaking the symmetry increases them. 

[c] [d] 

Figure 4.2: Density profiles for the entrance-dominated (LD) phase at (a,j3) = (0.05 , 0.75) 
in a system comprised of a TASEP and a SSEP linked at every point: a) For w\ = w^ = 1; 
b) For w\ = 1V2 = 1/3; c) For w\ = 1 , W2 = 0; and d) For w\ = 2/5 , W2 = 1/4. Lines 
are theoretical predictions for bulk densities, while symbols correspond to Monte Carlo 
simulations, circles represent points on the TASEP, X's points on the SSEP. 
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[c] [d] 

Figure 4.3: Density profiles for the exit-dominated (HD) phase at (a,/?) = (0.75 , 0.05) in 
a system comprised of a TASEP and a SSEP linked at every point: a) For w-i = u>2 = 1; 
b) For w\ = W2 = 1/3; c) For u>i = 1 , w? = 0; and d) For w\ = 0.4 , w2 = 0.25. Lines 
are theoretical predictions for bulk densities, while symbols correspond to Monte Carlo 
simulations, circles represent points on the TASEP, X's points on the SSEP. 
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Figure 4.4: Density profiles for the maximum current (MC) phase at (a,/?) = (0.75 , 0.75) 
in a system comprised of a TASEP and a SSEP linked at every point: a) For w\ — W2 = 1; 
b) For w\ = W2 = 1/3; c) For u>i = 1 , t«2 = 0; and d) For u^ = 0.4 , w^ = 0.25. Lines 
are theoretical predictions for bulk densities, while symbols correspond to Monte Carlo 
simulations, circles represent points on the TASEP, X's points on the SSEP. 
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Figure 4.5: Phase diagrams of a system comprised of a TASEP and a SSEP linked at 
every point: a) For w\ = W2 = 1; b) For w\ = w^ = 1/3; c) For wi — 1 , w-i = 0; and 
d) For w\ = 0.4 , W2 = 0.25. Symbols correspond to Monte Carlo simulations except for 
the theoretical LD-HD transition line in [d] which was determined via graphical solution 
and is thus represented by symbols (circles) while the remaining theoretical predictions are 
represented by lines. 
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Figure 4.6: Current as function of w\ for w^ = 1. Note that the picture remains unchanged 
under a w\ —> W2 transformation. 
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Chapter 5 

Parallel Symmetric Coupling of Extended-Particle 

TASEPs 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we present a system motivated by the motion of dyneins along 

microtubule protofilaments: the proteins move along parallel protofilaments and they 

can detach from one and attach to the other at any point along the parallel lattices. 

It is believed that the step size for dynein is about the same 8nm as for kinesin (47), 

but because dynein is much larger this represents only a fraction of its size. This 

leads us to study a model made up of two linked TASEPs with extended particles. 

SEPs with extended particles have so far only been studied in the single-lane version 

(9; 6; 5; 40). Here I consider in depth only the case with symmetric coupling with 

W\ = U>2 = W = 1. 
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5.2 Coupled Parallel TASEPs with extended particles - Gen

eral System Description 

Two TASEP's are linked to each other at every site. Particles moving within the 

lattices occupy d cells each, and can move to the right 1 one cell at a time or jump 

to the neighboring lattice from every point in either lattice, from lane 1 to lane 2 

with rate w\ and from lane 2 to lane 1 with rate u>i- Particles first attempt to hop to 

the neighboring lattice if the cells corresponding to them are all free; if they fail they 

attempt to move forward with rates 1 — w\ or 1 — w-i depending on the lattice they're 

on. If at least one of the corresponding cells is occupied the particles can move one cell 

to the right with rate 1 if this cell is empty. Therefore the simple exclusion principle 

holds: for any movement to happen the target cell (if moving forward) or cells (if 

moving to adjacent lattice) must be empty. Particles can enter either lattice from the 

left with rate 0 < a < 1 and can leave either lattice from the right at rate 0 < /? < 1. 

There is no partial entrance or exit: a particle whose right edge reaches site L will 

exit in its entirety with probability /3, and a particle will enter with probability a 

only if all first d sites in a lattice are empty occupying all of them at once. In this 

discussion it is of paramount importance to distinguish between empty/unoccupied 

sites, which are the sites where a hole exists, occupied sites which are the sites where 

any part of an extended particle exists, and left- or right- edge sites which are sites 

where a particle's left- or right- edge exists. Density, designated as either p or 9 refers 

always to the density of left- or right- sites (these are of course equal), as opposed to 
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coverage which is dp or d9, i.e the density of occupied sites. 

5.3 General Theory 

We will first present theory for the case of symmetric rates and then offer examples 

for w = 1 and for d=2 and d=5. In the general case (i.e without any particular 

symmetry between the rates) each of the lattices may be in its own phase. Thus 

a total of 9 phase combinations are possible. Denoting those as x-y where x is the 

phase in the first lattice and y the phase in the second lattice we stipulate that for 

any given combination the lattice with the higher "jump from" rate will not be able 

to be in a phase of higher density than its companion. Thus if say W\ > W2, then 

combinations such as HD-LD where lattice 1 has a higher density than lattice 2 are 

impossible. The possible configurations in any phase diagram therefore are: MC-MC, 

HD-HD, LD-LD which exist for all cases, and for asymmetric cases with w\ > w?, also 

MC-HD, LD-MC and LD-HD or the reverse ones if w^ > w\. Configurations with a 

different phase in each lattice are not possible for symmetric rates since symmetry 

forces densities and currents to be identical. We only therefore need to study six 

configurations total, only the first three of which will exist for the symmetric case. 

From here on we will refer to the MC-MC, LD-LD and HD-HD configurations in the 

case where the hopping rates are symmetric simply as the MC, LD and HD phases 

since in that case there is no way to distinguish between the two lattices. 
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of the model 

5.3.1 MC-MC phase 

According to (9), in a single lane extended-particle TASEP, for the MC current 

phase it is possible to extract an expression for the current because of the density 

uniformity of the system and according to the Tonks gas lattice approach. This 

expression is: 

J = p 
1 - pd 

1 - pd + p 

where d is the particle size and p the particle density, p represents the probability 

that a particle's left edge exists on a particular site j and (1 — pd)/{l — pd + p) the 

probability that there is a hole at site j + d given a particle exists at j , so the particle 

in question can hop forward. In our case this expression must be modified because 

there is a probability that the particle will hop to the next lattice, and it becomes 

(for, say, the first lattice): 

JMC = p(l - wiFd) 
l-pd 

1 - pd + p 
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where Fa is the probability that all d neighboring sites on the second lattice are empty. 

We have 

Fd = (l- p'd) 
1-p'd 

1 - p'd + p' 

d-l 

(The stress marker indicates quantities in the second lattice) where the (1 — p'd) term 

represents the probability that the leftmost out of these second-lattice d sites is empty 

and the next term the probability that the remaining d-l sites are empty given that 

the leftmost site is empty. It follows that the MC bulk current is: 

JMC — l - w i ( l - p'd) 
1-p'd 

1 - p'd + p' 

d-l 
P(l-Pd) 
1 — pd + p 

(5.1) 

and similarly for the second lattice 

J Ma — 'MC 1 — w2(l - pd) 
I - pd 

1 - pd + p 

d- l ' 
P'(l ~ P'd) 
1 - p'd + p> 

(5.2) 

5.3.2 LD-LD phase 

In this case, if one attempts to balance the currents in and out of the "first d 

sites empty state", in imitation of (9)-figure 3, one finds that the situation is more 

complicated because we get for the first lattice: 

d d - l 

aP(Xl >d)+w2 J2fi = K + w1J2ji 
i=l i=l 
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where the first term in the LHS is the probability that the empty state is destroyed 

by a new particle entering the lattice. The second term in the LHS is the probability 

that a particle's left edge is in any of the first d sites and the particle jumps to 

the first lattice destroying the empty state. The last term in the RHS is the sum 

of the probabilities that a particle's left edge lies in any of the first d-1 sites and 

the particle jumps to the other lattice thus freeing up the entrance, while K is an 

expression for all the possibilities that may occur if a particle's left edge is present on 

site d. Assuming slowly-varying nearly uniform particle density we name the relative 

likelihood that a site is occupied by a left edge 9. Each sum term ji or j[ is of the 

form P{x™ = i)P(x™ > d+i — 1), where the first factor is the probability that the site 

i is occupied by a left edge in one lattice (the n,m markers serve to illustrate that the 

two probabilities refer to different lattices) and the second factor is the probability 

that in the other lattice the first particle's left edge is beyond the site d+i-1. We have 

assumed that F (x" = i) = 9n, i.e the likelihood that a site is occupied by a left edge, 

and we assume this to be equal for all the first d sites. We can derive an expression 

for K as follows: 

K = WlPePa + (1 - wjPePaPf + PePf(l ~ Pa) = WxP&Pa + PePf(l - WlPa) 

where Pe,Pa, Pf are the probabilities that a particle left edge exists at site d in the first 

lattice, that 2d-l sites are free in the second lattice so it can move to it, and that the 

next particle is beyond site 2d in the same lattice so it can move forward freely. The 
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terms in the expression denote in sequence the probability that the particle with left 

edge at site d jumps to the neighboring lattice, that it moves forward if the opposite 

sites are free, and that it moves forward if the opposite sites are not free respectively. 

We have that: 

P(X, = d, X2 > 2d) = «/>,= ^J^l^^y 

we also have 

wxPePa = wiP(xx = d)P{x\ >2d-l) 

which means the first term in the expression for K can be entered inside the second 

sum. Finally we have Pf = P(x2 > 2d) which is known. (In effect it just requires d 

empty sites). The equation thus becomes: 

aP(xi >d) + w26'^P(xl >d + i-l) = P(xY = d,x2 > 2d)[l-wlP{x'l > 2d-1)} 

+wl9 Y^ p(x'i >d + i-l) 
i = l 

The quantities P(xx > d) and P(x\ — d, x2 > 2d) are known in terms of 6 from (9). 

We can calculate P(x[ > 2d — 1) as: 

P(x' >2d-l) = J-, ^ -!• 
(X^-Q 1 i)6'2(l - d')2d~3 + (2d - 1)0'(1 - 9'fd-2 + (1 - 9')2d-i 
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So our relation becomes: 

a ( l - 0 ) 
dd(i - ey-1 + (i - 0) ^+n-e¥ + W29'^p{xi>d + l-1) = 

0(1-0)° 

de(i - ey-1 + (i - ey 
\ — W\ 

(1 - 0') / \ 2 d - l 

(£?=<} 0^'2(1 - ^ ' ) 2 d _ 3 + (2d - 1)0'(1 - 0')2d~2 + (1 - ^ ) 2 d _ 1 

d 

+u;i0^P(a; ' 1 > d + i - l ) 
i = l 

which simplifies to: 

a ( l - f l ) 
( d - l ) 0 + - + w20' ] T p ( a ; i > d + z - 1) = 

i = l 

( d - 1)0 + 1 
1 — i « i - j—: 

(1 - 0') i / \ 2 

+w1eJ2P(x[ >d+i-l) 
i = l ( E t o 0 ^ + (2d - 1)0'(1 - 0') + (1 - 0')2. 

We can calculate P(x[ > d + i) for i < 2d in the same way we calculate P{x\ > d): 

We will have: 

P(x[ >d + i) = 
(1 - 0') il\d+i 

(£'fc=o£;)0'2(l - 0')*K-2 + (d + i)0'(l - 0')d+i-i + (1 _ #')<*+; 

P(x; > d + i) = (1 - 0') ^ 2 

(ELo k)9'2 + (d + i)0'(l - 0') + (1 - 0')2 

Substituting this into the previous equation we get: 

q(l - 0) 
( d - 1 ) 0 + 1 

w28' E (i - ey 
i ( E t o k)92 + (d + i - 1)0(1 - 0) + (1 - 0)2 
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g ( l - g ) 
(d- 1)^ + 1 

d 

i/\2 

1 — Wi 

+WY9 £ 

o^o 
(Eto1*)#'2 + (2d - i)0'(i - e>) + (i - 0')2 

(i - 0')2 

r (Er=0 ^
, 2 + ( < * + * - w^ -e>)+(i - 0')2 

(5.3) 

and for the second lattice: 

g ( l - 0') 

(d - 1)0' + 1 
+ Wi0 

(1 - 0') 

§ (Ei=o ̂ )^2+(d+z - i)0'(i - ^ )+( i - 0O2 

0'(1 - 9') 
(d - 1)9' + 1 

1 — w2 
(1 - 9f 

+w29' 

( I S O * ^ (2d-1)0(1-0)+ (1-0)* 

(1 ~ ^) 2 

i - l t r (Er=0 *o#2+(d+< - i)«(i - 0)+(i - 0)2 
(5.4) 

5.3.3 H D - H D phase 

For this phase I will extract relations with a rationale based on the behavior of 

right edges as opposed to the behavior of left edges which we used above, simply 

because for the HD-HD phase this is more convenient just as left edges were more 

convenient for the LD-LD phase. There is otherwise no difference these two being 

equal. We know from (9) that in the HD case for extended particles there are two 

different kinds of sites at the lattice exit region. Most sites are in density 0, which is 

the overall average density of the lattice. However some sites are in a much higher 

density 0JV and are known as high occupancy sites. These are the sites N-nd where 

n is an integer ranging from 0 to some number (small relative to L, although for 
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relatively high a and very low @ nd may actually be comparable to L). The reason 

why these sites are in much higher density is the fact that in HD the sites near the 

exit spend a large amount of time "jammed", i.e completely covered with particles 

which cannot move, and thus the N-nd sites spend a lot more time than other sites 

being occupied by right edges. Therefore, according to (9), we have ordinary sites all 

with approximately the same density 6, and those high occupancy sites all of which 

have approximately the same density ON-

From balancing the currents in and out of the xn = N state we get: 

f3Pe(l-P;)+P(l-w1)PePl+w1PeP^ = w2P^Pt+Pp(l-Pe)(l-P'f)+(l-w1)(l-Pe)PpP'f 

(5.5) 

where Pe is the probability that a particle right edge exists at site xn = N, Pt the 

probability that all of the last d sites are unoccupied, Pp the probability that a particle 

right edge exists at site xn = N — l, Pf the probability that all of the last d+1 sites are 

free and where as always the stress marker indicates quantities in the second lattice. 

The terms on the LHS are in order: the probability that a particle with its right edge 

in the last site will exit if at least one of the corresponding sites in the neighboring 

lattice is taken so it cannot jump, the probability that it will exit even if all the 

corresponding sites are free and the probability that it will jump to the neighboring 

lattice. On the RHS the terms are in order: the probability that a particle with it's 

right edge in the last site in the neighboring site will jump to the last site in the first 

lattice, the probability that a particle with it's right edge in the second to the last 
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site will hop forward if at least one of the corresponding sites in the second lattice 

is taken so it cannot jump and the probability that it will hop forward even if all of 

the corresponding sites in the second lattice are free. However, it is very important 

to notice that for particles with d > 1, if a particle right edge exists at site N-l then 

no particle can exist at site N since we have postulated no partial exit. Therefore 

Pp(l — Pe) = Pp, and the relation simplifies to: 

(5Pe{l - P;) + (3(1 - w1)PeP
,
t + WlPePl = w2P'ePt + Pp{\ - P'f) + (1 - Wl)PpP'} 

After some simple algebra the above expression simplifies further to: 

Pe[f3 + Wl(l- P)PR = w2P'ePt + Pp(l - WlP'f) 

Since Pt is the probability that the last d sites are empty and Pf the probability that 

the last d+1 sites are empty, we have Pf = PtP^_d, where this last quantity is the 

probability that site N-d is empty. However, site N-d is a high occupancy site, and 

thus the probability that it is empty is 1 — ON = 1 — Pe and Pf = Pt(l — 0N)- Then 

the relation above becomes: 

0N{(3 + wi(l - /3)ifl = w20'NPt + PP[\ -wx{\- 0'N)P;\ 
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We also have 

P, >p = P(xn = N-1) = - 9(i-ey-2(i-9N) _ 0(i-0N) 
(i - ey-1 + (d -1)6(1 - ey-2 i + (d-2)o 

which is obviously a relation holding for d > 1. For d = l , Pp = 0. The probability 

that all of the last d sites are empty is equal to the probability that the last site 

is unoccupied times the probability that the d-1 sites from N-l to N-d+1 inclusive 

are free. But since the last site is a high occupancy site the probability that it is 

unoccupied is 1 — ON, and if the probability that the remaining d-1 sites from N-l to 

N-d+1 inclusive are unoccupied is labeled Pm our relation becomes: 

eN\p + !*! ( ! - /?)(i - e'N)PL] = w2o'N{i - 0N)Pm + Y^d^je^1 ~ ™ l ( 1 " ^ ) 2 p ™ 

Finally, the probability that all sites from N-l to N-d+1 inclusive are empty is 

(i-fly*-1
 = i-e 

m (i -oy-^ + id-1)0(1 -oy-1 i + (d-2)o 

which is again a relation holding only for d > 1. So our relation becomes 
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and for the second lattice: 

«M0+ « * ( ! - W l - , B ) r j ^ _ _ ] _ 

(for the reason why 6N was replaced by ## please see below). 

A second relation between at least two of 6, (3 and 6N is required. Following 

the logic of (9), we could equate the fluxes entering and exiting the state where the 

site N-d-fl is occupied by a right edge, however this method yields results that are 

at considerable variance with simulation or completely unphysical. An explanation 

why the approach of (9) is ineffective is the possible difference between 6N at the 

site N and &N at the site N-d. In the theory of (9) these are implicitly considered 

to be identical or at least reasonably similar. However, in our case the introduction 

of hopping between the lattices changes the situation considerably and these two 

quantities are no longer close. The reason why ON at site N is different form the 

9N to be found at the remaining N-nd sites is that in our case, the role of hopping 

between lattices is much larger for particles at the N site than it is for particles in the 

N-d site, or indeed at any of the last sites N-nd (for n greater than 0). To be more 

specific the high density 0N is a measure of the time a site spends being occupied by a 

particle's right edge (we call that state RO). In the absence of hopping, if a site stops 

being in RO it can return to it only by having another particle advance, a process 
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that takes several moves. Because in HD (3 is small and the end of the lattice spends 

most of the time closely packed, for all sites N-nd where n is nonzero hopping is still 

unlikely to happen even if it exists, since it would require that d sites open up and 

be completely unoccupied. However for the site N and because we have postulated 

no partial exit, this happens every time a particle exits: d sites open up and it is 

possible for the particle at N in the neighboring lattice to bring the last site back 

to RO quickly. We postulate that 9M at site N is more appropriately designated as 

6E, (effective density), that it is considerably different than the 9 M densities at the 

other N-nd sites (where n a nonzero integer) close to the exit, and that introducing 

a relation derived from the balancing of the current at the vicinity of a N-nd site 

would thus also introduce one more unknown into our equation system rendering it 

mathematically counterproductive. 

Therefore, instead of using the (9) approach, at this point and for systems where 

w\ = W2 only we introduce the very simple ansatz 9 = (1 — 0)/d. This ansatz is 

merely the density value acquired for the HD phase in the single-particle, single-lane 

TASEP divided by d so that for larger particles it yields density and not coverage. 

Using this simple relation to acquire the bulk density 9, we use 5.6 to derive a value 

for 9E which enables us to calculate the exit current simply as J = (50 E-
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5.4 Symmetric case 

5.4.1 Symmetric case relations 

In the case where w\ = W2 quantities in both lattices are the same due to symmetry 

and there is no need for a "stress marker" to differentiate quantities in different 

lattices. Thus the pairs of relations found above for each phase are made up of two 

identical relations of which one can be discarded, and we are left with: 

JMC — l-w{l- pd) 
1-pd 

1 - pd + p 

d-l 

1 - pd + p 

For the LD phase the last terms in the RHS and LHS are equal and cancel out: 

a = 9 1 — w-
(i-ef 

(£-=o *)02+ (2<*- iMi-0) + ( i -

and for the HD case we have: 

eE\p + w(i-/3)(i-eE) 
l-e 

1 + (d - 2)9 
] = 

"Mi - oE), 1~\,n + f{\:0Ehi - Hi - eEf l ~ l + (d-2)0 l + (d-2)9l l + {d-2)di 
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If w = l 

For w = l these simplify somewhat further to: 

JMC — l - ( l - p d ) 
1-pd 

1 — pd + p 

d-l 
p(l - Pd) 
1 - pd + p 

a = 9 1 -
(i - ey 

vi-1 (E£0i)«2 + (2rf-l)«(l- ») + (!-«)' 

These relations remain too complicated for a general solution, therefore we will pro

ceed with solving for two specific cases, namely d=2 and d=5 

5.4.2 M C phase 

For d = 2 

It is possible to find the value of the densities p at the MC phase by employing 

the relation % = 0. For d=2, the current expression becomes: 

J = 1 - (1 - 2p) 
l-2p p(l-2p) (i-p-{i-2pf\p{l-2p) 

\-p \-p \-p 

dp 

p2(l-2p)(3-4p) 

(1 - Pf 

2p\\ - 2p)(3 - 4p) , 2p(l - 2/9)(3 - 4p) 2p2(3 - 4p) 4p2(l - 2p) 

(1 " Pf + (1 - ?)2 (1 - Pf (1 " P)2 
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which since density cannot be 0 or 1 simplifies to a simple cubic equation: 

p(l - 2p)(3 - 4 P ) + ( 1 _ 2 p ) ( 3 _ 4 p ) - j Q ( 3 _ 4 / Q ) - 2 p ( l - 2 p ) = 0 => 8p 3 -21p 2 +15p-3 - 0 
1 - p 

The solutions of this equation are approximately 1.6, 0.68 and 0.34, and the first 

two must be discarded as unphysical, since the average density cannot be over 1/2; 

average density over 1/2 for d=2 would drive the coverage n = dp over 1 which is 

impossible. It follows that the density for the MC phase is p « 0.34 which gives a 

current JMc ~ 0.14. 

For d = 5 

Following the exact same procedure as in the d=2 case, we find a (seventh-order) 

equation for p. The upper limit for p in this case is 0.2, since any value above this 

number will lead to a coverage greater than 1 and is thus unphysical. From the 

numerical solutions to the equation the only one that meets this criterion and is also 

greater than 0 gives us the value p « 0.15, for which we acquire for the current 

J « 0.09. 
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5.4.3 LD phase 

For d = 2 

For d=2 the LD phase relation simplifies to: 

a = 9 (i - ey 
e2 + 36{i - e) + (i - ey 

= e (i - ey 
1 + 9(1-6) 

Solved for 9 this results in a cubic equation (with solutions that can always be calcu

lated for specific a -the general solutions are extensive and thus not presented here) 

The current is simply 

J — aP(xi > d) = a 
(d- 1)9 + 1 

which for d=2 reduces to 

J = a 
1-9 

1 + 9 

For all values of a, 9 and J can then be calculated numerically. 

For d = 5 

For d=5 the LD phase relation simplifies to: 

a = 9 1 -
(i - 9y 

1092 + 99(l-9) + (l-9y\ 
= 9 

1092 + 99(1 - 9) 

1 + 9(1-9)- 602 = 92 9 + 9 

1 + 9-792 
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Solved for 9 this results in a cubic equation which has one acceptable solution, omitted 

here due to its length but of a similar nature to the one for d=2. Again for specific 

a, 9 can be calculated numerically and so can J which is given by the relation: 

J = a 
1-0 
1 + 49 

5.4.4 H D phase 

For d = 2 

Substituting the values d=2 and 9 = (1 — /3)/2 into 

i - e , «(i - eE) „ „ 2 I -
*»&~(1" w i + (d-2)»'" T T ( I ^ [ 1 " ( 1 " f e ) TTW^V] 

yields 

mi 1 - (1 - BE) 
1 + 0 l-(3 

(i - eE) i - d - ^ ) 2 ^ 

which results in a cubic equation for 9E whence 9E and subsequently JHD = (39E can 

be easily determined. It must be noted here that since 9E is not an average lattice 

density but rather the density of a particular site it is not restricted by the coverage 

requirement and can take any value from 0 to 1. 
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For d = 5 

Substituting the values d=5 and 9 = (1 —/3)/2 into the f(9, (3, 9E) relation exactly 

as we did for the d=2 case we get: 

(39. E i-d-«:
 1 + " 2 + 3 ( 1 - / ? ) 2 + 3(1-^9) ^ ( 1 " *s) i-(i-eEy7 

2 1 + /9 
2 + 3 ( 1 - / ? ) 

and again as for the d=2 case this results in a cubic equation for 8E whence 9B and 

subsequently JHD can be determined. 

5.4.5 Phase borders 

For all cases the MC-HD, LD-MC and LD-HD borders can be easily determined by 

substituting into each current expression the density values found in each phase (9 — 

f(a) for LD, 9E = /(/?) for HD, and the specific numeric value found as maximum 

current value in MC) and then equating the currents. The result is two exact values for 

a and (3, corresponding to two straight lines for the LD-MC and MC-HD borders and 

a n a = f(/3) curve for the LD-HD border. Due to the complicated exact expressions 

derived for the density in the LD phase and the current in the MC phase the exact 

relations are not shown, however the numeric values (with the value provided by 

simulation in parentheses) are for the LD-MC border a = 0.28 (0.41) and a = 0.16 

(0.3) for d=2 and d=5 respectively, while for the HD-MC border they are (3 = 0.2 

(0.21)and (3 = 0.25 (0.24) for d=2 and d=5 respectively. For the LD-HD border some 
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values for j3 given a for d=2 and d=5 respectively are given in the following tables: 

a 

0.05 

0.11 

0.18 

0.27 

0.28 

0 ) 

0.04 

0.08 

0.12 

0.16 

0.2 

and 

a 

0.03 

0.06 

0.08 

0.10 

0.12 

0.13 

0.14 

0.15 

> 0.16 

P 

0.03 

0.06 

0.09 

0.12 

0.15 

0.18 

0.21 

0.24 

0.25 

The expression for the LD-HD border is also very complex so that it can only be 

solved numerically for specific values of either a or (3 and the curve can then be 

constructed as a graphical solution. 

5.5 Monte-Carlo simulations and discussion 

All theoretical results were validated by extensive Monte-Carlo simulations. Sim

ulation results for the various phase densities are presented in figs. 5.2-5.7 in com

parison with theory. In general the agreement between theory and simulation is very 

good. For the HD case theory predictions for the bulk density are almost exact despite 
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the simplicity of the introduced ansatz, for the MC case agreement is excellent and 

for the LD case it is good, although not perfect. Simulation errors for LD are larger 

due to the longer run times required to reach steady state in this case. Agreement 

for the MC case slightly improves with increased d. Our theory does not reproduce 

the split density profiles close to the exit for HD, but that is not surprising since it is 

a mean-field theory and is expected to provide only the bulk density. When it comes 

to the phase diagrams (figs. 5.8 and 5.9), in general there is significant difference 

between theory and simulation predictions for the LD-MC border whereas for the 

HD-MC border the theory-simulation agreement is very good. Significant difference 

between simulation and theory is found for the LD-HD border as well. However the 

LD-HD border curves have the same shape for theory and simulation; the difference 

is due to the fact that simulation curves appear "stretched" as they have to anchor to 

a 3-phase point which for simulation is at larger a than it is for theory. We conclude 

that the theory for the LD phase is less accurate than the theory for the other two 

phases which results in variances between theory and simulation in all cases where the 

LD phase is involved. Despite the discrepancy the difference is still relatively small 

so that the quantities wanted are obtained at least qualitatively. For the other two 

phases and the MC-HD border, agreement is sufficiently good to enable us to claim 

both qualitative and quantitative match between theory and simulation. Of interest 

is also the agreement of both theory and simulation as to the effects of increased d: 

as d rises the LD phase is depressed and the HD phase extends, albeit slightly. 
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Figure 5.2: Density profile of the LD phase for particles of size 2 at site a = 0.75, /? = 0.1 
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Figure 5.3: Density profile of the HD phase for particles of size 2 at site a = 0.1, j3 = 0.8 
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Figure 5.4: Density profile of the MC phase for particles of size 2 at site a = 0.8, (3 = 0.8 
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Figure 5.5: Density profile of the LD phase for particles of size 5 at site a = 0.75, (3 = 0.1 
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Figure 5.6: Density profile of the HD phase for particles of size 5 at site a = 0.1, /? 
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Figure 5.7: Density profile of the MC phase for particles of size 5 at site a = 0.8, (3 
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Figure 5.8: Phase Diagram of the system for particles of size 2 with three phases: LD-LD 
close to the a axis, HD-HD close to the 0 axis and MC-MC in the remainder 
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Figure 5.9: Phase Diagram of the system for particles of size 5 with three phases: LD-LD 
close to the a axis, HD-HD close to the (3 axis and MC-MC in the remainder 
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Figure 5.10: Current profile for part of the LD phase for particles of size 2 
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Figure 5.11: Current profile for part of the HD phase for particles of size 2 
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Figure 5.12: Current profile for part of the LD phase for particles of size 5 
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Figure 5.13: Current profile for part of the HD phase for particles of size 5 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Appendices 

In this study I investigated a number of systems of coupled SEPs, all of which were 

intended to illuminate some problem within the overall context of intracellular particle 

transport. The full intracellular particle transport system is very complex and not yet 

understood as it is currently impossible to study it in its entirety either analytically 

or computationally. Thus the only way forward is to examine "partial" problems 

within intracellular particle transport, solving models that are radically simplified in 

one way or another in an attempt to constrain the problem, gain insights into the 

behavior of the overall system and develop intuition into which system components 

play important roles and what kind of ramifications different alterations may incur. 

The first problem studied involved the coupling of two microtubule protofilaments 

at a single point where motor proteins could hop between tracks, possibly due to a 

defect. By making the assumption that only kinesins were transported I was able to 

model the two protofilaments as a TASEP lattice each. The linking site was treated 

exactly and our theory used cluster mean field theory and known results from the 

single-lane TASEP. This enabled us to calculate many stationary properties analyt
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ically, while some had to be determined via simple numerical solution of high-order 

polynomials. Phase diagrams were derived and density/current profiles extracted for 

the cases of symmetric and asymmetric coupling. All findings were validated by sim

ulations, who were generally in very good agreement with theory. Results indicate 

that the phase diagram is relatively insensitive to the strength of the coupling in the 

symmetric case, with a simple 3-phase phase diagram showing a behavior very similar 

to that of the single-lane TASEP, changing only gradually by shifting the line bound

aries of well-determined phase configurations within a relatively narrow value range 

as coupling strength changes. A HD-LD phase is found instead of the MC phase, a 

substitution expected since the coupling site was anticipated to act as a "bottleneck" 

restricting transport across the system. On the contrary the results of introducing 

asymmetry are very significant. For the maximum asymmetry case the phase diagram 

topology is dramatically altered showing no fewer than 10 phase configurations sepa

rated by lines as well as curves in a complex yet for the most part symmetric display. 

This is attributable to the symmetry breaking which enables each lattice segment to 

respond to overall entrance and exit rate changes with much greater independence. A 

small phase diagram asymmetry was traced to a minor particle-hole symmetry break

ing at the coupling site. Apart from the physical interest, in a biological context this 

implies a highly complex transport picture on actual microtubules where there are 

13 protofilamnets and possibly large numbers of defects. One can even imagine -pure 

speculation though this might be at this point- that the dynamic instability of mi-
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crotubules and processes such as "rescue" (49) could enable the cell to customize the 

structure of microtubules near important cell ogranelles and fine-tune traffic in or out 

of them as its needs dictate. 

In the second problem I investigated the case of a TASEP lattice with a SSEP 

middle section, a system motivated by the behavior of motor proteins (assumed again 

to be kinesins only) who leave one microtubule and attach to another after an interval 

of diffusive transport. By applying the exact solutions of the single TASEP and SSEP 

a phase diagram and density/current profiles were extracted; however it was noted 

that these were virtually identical to the results acquired by previous work on the 

issue despite the less robust mathematical approach employed in that case. While 

this could be seen as verification of my approach it also suggested that my theory 

would at best only replicate known work so I decided to abandon the project and not 

elaborate further on the theory or develop simulations. 

The next system studied involved a TASEP and a SSEP coupled all along the lat

tice. Motivation for this arose out of the problem of a microtubule interacting with 

the aqueous medium surrounding it. Motor proteins may detach themselves from the 

microtubule and into the medium or they may attach themselves from the medium 

back onto the microtubule. Modeling the aqueous medium as a SSEP provided an 

extra level of mathematical abstraction which in the event proved quite justified, as it 

allowed cluster mean-field theory to be brought to bear on the problem. For extreme 

coupling cases the theory provides exact solutions at the thermodynamic limit and 
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shows that the system can be mapped to a PASEP (for symmetric coupling) or a 

TASEP (for asymmetric coupling). It also provides an excellent description of the 

system for all symmetric coupling values and a very good description for asymmetric 

coupling values although in this latter case the resulting mathematical relations are 

so complicated that they can only be solved numerically. For all coupling cases a 

three-phase phase diagram broadly similar to the one of the single-lane TASEP is 

derived. The MC is in general more extensive than it is for the single-lane TASEP, 

however for most cases this is balanced by a lower value of the maximum current. 

Physically it can be argued that the SSEP plays the role of a reservoir where excess 

particles or holes can be temporarily displaced; as a result movement of their coun

terparts in the TASEP is less inhibited enabling the MC phase to be sustained for 

lower values of the entrance and exit rates than the case would otherwise be. At 

the same time the slow propagation of particles along the SSEP reduces the overall 

maximum current value; only in the case of extreme asymmetric coupling where the 

SSEP is completely occupied (by either particles or holes depending on the direc

tion of the coupling's asymmetry) does the maximum current retain the value it has 

for the single-lane TASEP. In the context of biological transport where the TASEP 

broadly simulates bioparticle transport along protofilaments and the SSEP simulates 

bioparticle transport in the diffusive aqueous solution surrounding them, these results 

suggest that were the cell to be somehow able to modulate the protofilament-solution 

particle exchange rates it would acquire a significant measure of control over its own 
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transportation network. Such control could enable it to optimize the flow and speed 

of bioparticle transport according to circumstances, avoiding bottlenecks and main

taining an uninterrupted -but lower speed- flow of transportation even for relatively 

low supply/demand rates or conversely increasing the bioparticle transport speed if 

the supply and demand rates were both sufficiently high. 

The last system investigated concerns transport by dyneins, the large (compared 

to kinesins) motor proteins which counter-propagate to the kinesins and which are 

also to be found "walking" along microtubules. The motivation of this system lies in 

the interaction between two protofilaments on which dyneins propagate and between 

which they can hop. There is a number of problems to incorporating dyneins in such 

models: if both dyneins and kinesins were used there would be two kinds of particles 

in the system, the two kinds of particles would be counter-propagating and one parti

cle (dynein) would be much more extended than the other. All of these problems have 

been looked into, at least in part. Extending the single-lane TASEP to a two-species 

version is straightforward (44), albeit under the assumption that both kinds of parti

cles are of the same size, and the case where one kind of particle counter-propagates 

though more complicated has been exactly solved (33) again under assumption that 

both particle kinds are of the same size. Here we limited the work to studying a sys

tem of two single-species TASEPs symmetrically coupled all along the lattices, albeit 

with extended particles. Never before has there been research on the subject of cou

pled extended-particle TASEPs, and although the model is somewhat restricted (in 
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that it does not investigate asymmetric couplings) it is still a study of a very compli

cated phenomenon. The most important obstacle to theoretical study of this system 

is that cluster mean-field theory is obviously inapplicable; working with particles of 

size d immediately would result in having (d + l ) 2 possible clusters, a number that 

quickly becomes intractable as d increases. This can easily be seen if one remembers 

that a cluster is made up of two same-index sites one from each lattice. Each such 

site can be in d+1 states, one for each of the d segments of a particle plus one for 

the empty state. Therefore, the theoretical investigation used the Tonks gas lattice 

approach and the current-balance approach of (9), which yielded excellent results for 

the MC phase and less good but still acceptable results for the LD phase. For the 

HD phase the current-balance approach broke down and the theory was derived only 

after it had been combined with a very simple ansatz justified by the introduction 

of hopping in the system. Simulations were used to validate all results, however run 

time limitations led to the need to employ parallel computing techniques which had 

previously not been necessary. The phase diagram derived has three phases just as 

the single-lane TASEP with single-cell particles, but with significantly extended MC 

phase in comparison. Agreement between theory and simulation is generally excellent 

except for the LD phase where there is some deviation. The introduction of hopping 

increases the density of the system for the LD phase which is why the approach of (9) 

does not work so well there. It is interesting that for the HD case the introduction of 

hopping does not significantly alter average density but it very significantly changes 
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the picture close to the exit so that the (9) approach is invalidated. Presented ex

amples of the theory for d=2 and d=5 show that at least for the MC phase accuracy 

increases with d. From a biophysics standpoint this suggests that a high number 

of transitions between protofilaments leads to an increase in dynein density in the 

system. 

6.1 Appendix I: The Matrix Product Ansatz 

Initially inspired by techniques used in the study of integrable systems, the matrix 

product ansatz hinges on representing the weights of configurations in the steady 

state as a product of non-commuting matrices. If one assumes a set of configurations 

{TI,T2...TL} where rt are occupation numbers (1 or 0 for a SEP) the probability of 

finding the system in any given configuration is constant at steady state: 

ftPUn,r2...n) = o 

If one defines a normalization factor ZL = X^{n}/i( ri 'T2---Ti) then unnormalized 

weights can be found as 

PL{TI,T2...TL) = 
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and the matrix product ansatz stipulates that /L ({TJ} ) , the stationary distribution 

function of each configuration, is given by the relation: 

L 

fL({n}) = (wlUfcD + (l - rz)E]\v) 
i=l 

the meaning of this equation is that the weight /L ({T«}) of a configuration is given 

by a product of L square infinite matrices D and E, the first corresponding to an 

occupied site (TJ = 1) and the second to an unoccupied site (r, = 0). The vectors 

(W\ and |V) are multiplied with the product to give a scalar value for the weight. In 

combination with the stationarity requirement and the rules describing the dynamics 

of the TASEP this leads to a matrix algebra for D and E specified by the following 

relations: 

DE = D + E = C , (W\E = ffl- and D\V = ^Q-) 

a p 

Stationary density profile and current can then be computed as: 

(WIC^DC^IV) 
(Tih = (W\CL\V) 

and 

(WIC^IV) 
Ji (W\CL\V) 
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The normalization is (W||V) = 1. It is possible to compute exact expression for the 

density if the lattice is finite, based on the relations: 

{ ' ' ' U L ! ( l -p ) ! [ l / / 3 - l / a ] 

_ ^ 2p\ (W\CL^\V) (W\C^\V) 21 (p - 1)(2 - p ) ! r p 

^ p ! ( p + l ) ! (WIC^-1!^) ( W I C ^ - 1 ! ^ ) ^ ra!(n + l - p ) ! 

where n=L-i, and because the above relation holds only for i < L, the relation for 

the special case i = L: 

_ (W\CL-'\V) 
Kl]L (3{W\CL\V) 

A major advantage of the matrix product ansatz is that acquisition of results does not 

require calculation of a representation for the matrices used. However, a propitious 

choice of such a representation can greatly simplify calculation. 

6.2 Appendix II: Brief overview of TASEP, SSEP and PASEP 

The TASEP was first solved in a landmark paper by Derrida et al. (44). Since in 

the TASEP there is only transport in one direction it is possible to assume without 

loss of generality that the transport occurs in the left to right direction nL = 0 and 

to set 7 = 8 = 0. Rescaling then so that JJLR = 1, the matrix product ansatz yields 

a phase diagram with three phases: The phase found for a < /3 and a < 1/2 is 

known as the low density (LD) or entrance-dominated phase, due to the fact that the 
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Figure 6.1: Phase diagram of the single lane TASEP. The phase transition along the a = (3 
line is first-order, whereas the other two are second-order. Close to the a axis we have HD 
phase, close to the (3 axis we have LD phase, and the upper right quadrant is occupied by 
the MC phase 

bulk density p and current J are determined by the entrance rate a according to the 

formulae 

p = a and J = a ( l — a) 

The phase found for (3 < a and (3 < 1/2 is named the high density (HD) or exit-

dominated phase due to the fact that p and J are determined by the exit rate (3 as 

follows: 

p = 1 - 0 and J = p{l - p) 

Finally the phase which exists for a,/? > 1/2 is known as the maximum current (MC) 

phase, where p = 1/2 and where J takes its maximum value (hence the phase name) 
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of J = 1/4. These constant values are independent of the precise values of a and 0. 

For a = 0 < 1/2 there is also a case of LD and HD coexistence which is fact nothing 

but the second-order phase transition between LD and HD. In contrast to this, the 

LD-MC and HD-MC phase transitions are first-order. 

For a SSEP of L sites, naming pa — a/(a + 7) and pi, = 5/(0 + 5), the average 

density at site i Pi and average current J in the steady state are determined to be 

respectively (29): 

_Pa[L + 1/(0 + 5) - i] + pb[i - 1 + l/(a + 7)] 
Pi — L + l/(a + j) + l/(0 + 5)-l 

and 

J = Pa~ Pb 
L + l/(a + 1) + l/(0 + 5)-l 

It is obvious that at the thermodynamic limit L —> 00, J —> 0 so there is no net 

particle transport on the SSEP. 

For a PASEP of L sites and rates of motion forward p and backward q and where 

without loss of generality it is assumed p > q, a phase diagram of three phases 

very similar to that of the TASEP has been derived by (32) who gives the following 

expressions for the current J in the HD, LD and MC phases repsectively: 

J=W- s)(P-,) - u , + OT + + sW{0 _ f _ + + m 

j _ {a _ 7 ) (p_d -^+if) + {a+iW{a_i_p+q)2+iai 
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j = *^L 

In the case where 7 = S = 0 (which is the case that interests us in this study) the 

characteristic quantities and borders of the three phases are: For the LD phase the 

boundaries are a < /3 and a < (p — q)/2 with 

a(p-q-a) a 
JLD = and p = p-q p-q 

For the HD phase the boundaries are (5 < a and j3 < (p — q)/2 with 

0(p-q-(3) (3 
JHD = and p = 1 — 

p-q p-q 

and finally for the MC phase the boundaries are a, (5 > (p — q)/2 with 

JMC = —T— and p = -

6.3 Appendix III: Outline of computational methods 

All theoretical work presented in this study has been validated by extensive sim

ulations, the sole exception being the theory developed in Chapter 3 on the TASEP 

with diffusive (SSEP) middle segment. Since the dynamics in all of the models studied 

are random sequential, stochastic simulations are an obvious method to independently 

computationally verify the theoretical results. In biophysics, stochastic simulations 
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such as the Gillespie algorithm have a long history of successful use. Here I employed 

classic Monte-Carlo and BKL Monte Carlo depending on the problem. When work

ing with extended particles the MPI C + + library was also used to give the code a 

measure of parallelization in the interest of speed, as the simple version appeared to 

be too slow. The core concept is very simple: a ID matrix of L columns is constructed 

for each lattice of length L with each matrix element corresponding to a lattice site. 

The matrices are initialized so that each element has a value of 0 or 1 depending on 

whether a site is initially occupied by a particle or empty. Thereafter at each time 

step a site is randomly chosen; if it is the entry site the program checks if it is empty, 

otherwise it checks if it is taken. If it is taken and it is not the exit site the program 

checks which moves are possible for it. Then a number is randomly selected and 

compared with the sum of the probability rates for all possible moves, and if it is less 

than that one of the moves is performed. Both matrices are updated, the next step is 

taken and so on. A second matrix has been constructed with two rows of L columns 

one for each lattice; Constructed with all elements initially having a value of 0, this 

matrix is updated once after the initialization of the ID matrices and once after every 

step in such a way that for every occupied site in the ID lattices 1 is added to the site 

corresponding to it in the 2-row lattice at every update. Since the entrance and exit 

rates are a and (5 this implies that at each simulation we can look only at one point in 

the phase diagram; however nothing prevents us from stringing simulations together 

to follow one another in a run with different values of the entrance and exit rates each 
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time. Special "counters" at predetermined sites measure the number of transitions. 

At the end of each simulation the state of the 2-row matrix gives us the average density 

while the counters give us the current. This simple classic Monte-Carlo was used for 

the single-point coupling of TASEPs problem in chapter 2 and the parallel coupling 

of TASEP and SSEP in chapter 4. Typically lattices with L=100 and about 106 time 

steps were used to acquire a rough estimate of the system behavior. If attempting to 

derive a phase diagram a resolution of 0.1 for a and (3 was chosen which required 100 

simulations to complete; with each simulation lasting a few seconds this was easily 

accomplished. However, L=100 and 106 steps are not sufficient to acquire a robust or 

detailed picture; often under such a regime even simple systems did not reach steady 

state, especially close to phase transitions. L=1000 and 108 steps was the standard 

employed for most problems, while a quality picture for the phase diagram required 

a resolution of 0.01 for a and /?, i.e 10000 simulations. With each simulation at this 

level lasting about a minute, completing the phase diagram takes approximately a 

week. Faster results can sometimes be acquired via the BKL Monte-Carlo, which was 

used in chapter 2 and to a lesser extent in chapter 4. The BKL method hinges on 

storing a picture not of the lattice occupancy but of the lattice potential moves. At 

initialization a single ID matrix is constructed with a number of rows equal to the 

number of possible moves by all existing particles; each element has a value equal to 

the index of the possible move site. Then at each time step a move is preformed at 

random and the matrix updated accordingly, since the move may destroy potential 
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moves or create new ones. Of course a necessary alteration in this case is that time 

must be treated differently; if a move with probability k is performed the simulation 

moves to the next step but keeps track of elapsed system time as being kdt. If on the 

next simulation step a move with probability m is performed the program adds to the 

elapsed system time counter the value mdt etc. By eliminating the "blind" steps of 

the classic Monte-Carlo in which empty sites are chosen BKL speeds up the simula

tion so that it is possible to reach 109 steps for each simulation yet still finish within 

a relatively reasonable amount of time (about 2 weeks for a detailed phase diagram). 

Nevertheless, the effectiveness of BKL on optimizing the program varies depending on 

the system. For systems with coupling all along the lattice each move may destroy or 

create numerous hopping possibilities all of which must be calculated and the matrix 

updated accordingly; this increases simulation time offsetting the benefit. I found 

that for the single-point coupling problem of chapter 2 BKL was up to 5 times faster 

than classic, while for the parallel coupling between SSEP and TASEP in chapter 4 it 

was about 3 times faster than the classic method. For the problem of parallel coupled 

extended-particle TASEPs I found BKL to actually perform about the same in rela

tion with the classic method and thus did not use it. When simulating these systems 

it is prudent to ignore the first few percent of steps to ensure that the steady state 

has been reached. Typically that was done after a first estimate had been acquired 

for small lattices and relatively few moves. Once the simulations moved to the next 

level which invariably involved a number of steps at least two orders of magnitude 
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greater than for the small simulations the first 5 percent of steps were ignored. When 

comparing the results of simulation to theory one expects a certain discrepancy, not 

only due to the fact that the theory is mean-field but also due to computational 

considerations: the theory is constructed to be exact at the thermodynamic limit yet 

a lattice of infinite sites is perforce impossible to model. The standard benchmark 

with which to compare the acceptable agreement between theory and simulation is 

the difference observed between the matrix product ansatz-derived exact solutions 

for the single lane TASEP and simulations of the same; these differ by 3-5 percent. 

Accordingly I consider a 3-5 percent difference between theory and simulation here 

to constitute excellent agreement. 

When simulating the system of TASEPs with single-point link of chapter 2, both 

the classic and BKL methods were used, and the total number of steps was up to 

2-107 and 109 for each method respectively. To ensure that the system had reached the 

stationary state I ignored from 3 — 5% of steps in each simulation. In the simulations 

I used mostly the "workhorse" L = 1000 size lattices but occasionally checked that 

for lattices of size L = 100 or L = 10000 results were unaffected. Phase diagram 

boundaries between different phase configurations were determined on the basis of 

density profile and particle current diagrams. In the case where we have transitions 

between LD and HD phases it is possible to visually observe the density profile become 

linear at the transition point, this visual identification being exact to within 0.01 units 

of the numerical values assigned to a and j3. In the case of transitions between an 
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MC phase and either of the other two, it is best to determine the point of transition 

by observing the saturation of the particle current for specific a and (3 values. This 

method, although not as exact as the previous one, still allows me to pinpoint the 

transition line to within 0.05 units of the a and (5 values. 

In the system of TASEP linked with SSEP of chapter 4 I used classic Monte-Carlo 

simulations with 100 cell lattices to acquire initial density profiles and a qualitative 

view of phase diagrams. In all cases these were later verified by larger Monte-Carlo 

simulations of 1000 cell lattices,and sometimes also for L=500. Some BKL versions of 

the L=1000 simulations were also run to verify accuracy issues. As usual a discrepancy 

from theoretical values of the order of 3-5 percent was considered acceptable. Each 

simulation used between 2 • 106 and 108 steps, 5 percent of which were ignored to 

ensure the steady state had been reached. Phase transitions were determined by 

observing the abrupt change in the density profile for transitions between HD and 

LD phases which are invariably first-order. Transitions between HD or LD and MC 

phases on the other hand are always second-order, and in this case the transition 

point determination was made by observing the saturation of the particle current. 

For the parallel-coupled extended-particle TASEPs of chapter 5, the situation was 

substantially different. Both the BKL and the classic Monte-Carlo methods appeared 

very slow. The primary reasons for these delays was firstly the fact that with larger 

particles considerably larger lattices (dL for particles of size d) and more steps (108) 

were needed to reach steady state and thus "standard" simulations should be run for 
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1010 steps. Secondly the problem was a need to calculate updates not just for two 

matrices but actually for four. For each lattice one matrix was employed to keep 

track of the empty and occupied sites, but also a second matrix was necessary to 

keep track of left- or right- edge sites so that the borders between adjacent particles 

could be known. This was required since hopping between the lattices was included. 

The lattices used were typically of size dl with L = 103, and as a result the number 

of steps used was up to 5 • 1010 which meant initial code versions had a run time 

for phase diagram acquisition of about 60 days. There are ways to change the code 

hopping rules to include the effects of a particle's exclusion zone (no hopping allowed 

for d-1 sites after a right edge or d-1 sites before a left edge) and thus eliminate the 

need for one of the matrix couples, focusing instead on the left- or right- edge picture; 

but I chose not to employ those and instead speed up the work by using parallel 

programming via the MPI C + + library in order not to engage in tedious and time 

consuming debugging. In effect, rather than saving time by writing a new and faster 

code I chose to find a way to run many instances of the old tried-and-true-but-slow 

code at once. Parallelization was achieved on two levels: first I achieved so-called 

"embarrassing" parallelization by enabled simulations to run parallel for different 

pairs of a and (3 instead of serially as different "trials"; and second by the use of 

a form of "bin" parallelization in which a number of moves were executed at once 

provided a comparison of their indices i,j found them to be no closer than a metric 

K. Moves whose indices met the condition \i — j \ < K were executed sequentially. 
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A number of processors were coopted and the matrix was divided into a number of 

equal parts, each processor performing operations involving one part. As an example, 

if simulating a system with particles of size 5 and two lattices of 5000 sites each, 20 

processors would each address two corresponding 250-site segments in the lattices. 

With 10 moves at a time on average every move would be on different 250-site parts 

and thus on different processors. If two moves were within the same part the processor 

responsible for them executed them sequentially. After moving there was an update 

stage in which each processor signaled the one processing the next stretch of sites if it 

had determined that a particle had moved fully or partially into that stretch. If two 

moves occurred in sites less than 25 sites apart but on different processors they were 

again executed sequentially, the second one after this update stage. When all intra-

processor communication was done a "gather" command enabled the master node to 

continue the program and store stage results. Implementation of these techniques led 

to significant improvement: Embarrassing parallelization alone dropped run time to 

about 20 days for phase diagram acquisition; bin parallelization reduced this further 

to between 2 days (for particles size 2) and 3.5 days (for particles size 5). In the 

event bin parallelization was used only to acquire the detailed phase diagrams, and 

embarrassing parallelization proved sufficient for other tasks. 
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6.4 Appendix IV: A more elaborate exposition of the phase 

elimination process for the case of asymmetric rates in 

the parallel inhomogeneous single-point coupling of TASEPs 

problem 

We use for the densities at the immediate left and right of the defect sites the 

shorthand notation Pfi + Pfo = nn , P&+P& = n21 , PR + Pft - n12 , Pn+P<n = n22-

The effective entrance and exit rates can be found as follows: 

a f (1 - n12) = P „ ( l - n12) =• a f = Pn (6.1) 

/?f (Pn + Pio) = P n ( l " n12) + P10 =• /?f = 1 - J * " / " (6-2) 
-f~ii + r i o 

/ f n21 = n2 1(P0 0 + P10) =• /?f = 1 - P11 - P01 (6.3) 

a f (P0o + P10) = n2l{Pm + P10) + P10 =* a f = n21 + 10 (6.4) 
J- — -Til — -H)l 

Since the four segments are simple ID TASEPs, we have exact solutions which means 

it is also possible to find the densities as functions of the entrance and exit rates 

(effective or otherwise) as described in (1). Thus: 
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LD 
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HD 

l - / ? f 

l - ) S f 

i £(1-/3) 

1 - 2 / 3 ( 1 - / ? ) - ^ 

We want to determine the phase diagram, and have 34 = 81 possible configurations 

plus the relations: 

J[ + j£ = J * + J2
L , J? = J{ - Pw and J2

R = J2
L + P, 10 (6.5) 

Derivation of these " Kirchoff-like" relations is straightforward: as the only current on 

the defect is Pio up and — Pro down they arise immediately out of current conservation 

considerations. We can use them to see whether we can eliminate some of the possible 

phase configurations from consideration. We see that if an MC phase exists in 1R: 

Ji 
L p jR . TL 1 

io — J\ —> J\ — ^ + -PLO > ^ 

and if an MC phase exists in 2L: 

J-i + -Pio — <̂2 7 + -PlO - J2 => J2 > 7 
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Since 1/4 is the maximal current we conclude it is impossible to have either 1R or 

2L in MC. Now, if 1L is in MC we must have a > 1/2 which means 2L must be in 

HD. Likewise, if 2R is in MC we must have j3 > 1/2 which means 1R must be in 

HD. Thus the only configuration where 2 MC phases are possible is (MC-LD,HD-

MC), and no configurations with more than 2 MC phases are possible at all. We can 

now use 7.2 and 7.3 to examine the case where either the first or second lattice is 

in HD-LD configuration. We express the currents in terms of the effective entrance 

and exit rates and use 7.1-7.4 and the table above to eliminate the rates and local 

densities expressing everything solely in terms of the P's. If the first lattice is in 

HD-LD configuration we get: 

Pio(Pio + 2 P n ) = 0 or P u - Pn + P10 = 0 

and if the second one: 

Pio = -{Pn + Pio)(l - Pn + Pio) 

It is easy to show that all the solutions to the above are impossible, thus no lattice 

may be in HD-LD configuration. Further, using eqns. 7.1-7.4 for the configuration 

(LD-HD,LD-HD) one can easily see they result in the impossibility Pw = 0 which 

means this configuration is impossible. Also, for configurations of the form (x-HD,LD-

LD) we can use the requirements af' < (3 and (3 < af to show that af < af and 
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again using 7.1-7A and the n-densities table to express everything in terms of the 

conditional probabilities we find —PuPio > 0 which is impossible eliminating these 

too. The only remaining configurations are: 

(LD - LD, LD - LD) , (HD - HD, HD - HD) 

(MC - LD, HD - MC) , (MC - HD, HD - HD) 

(MC - LD, HD - HD) , (LD - LD, LD - MC) 

(LD - LD, HD - MC) , (LD - LD, LD - HD) 

(LD - HD, HD - HD) , (HD - HD, LD - HD) 

and (LD -LD,HD- HD) 

We can separate the phase diagram into four quadrants: the upper right (UR) for 

a,/3 > 1/2, lower right (LR) for a > 1/2,/? < 1/2, upper left (UL) for a < 1/2,/? > 1/2 

and lower left (LL) for a,/3 < 1/2. Then by noting that segments 1L and 2R can be 

in MC only for a > 1/2,(3 > 1/2 respectively, that the right segments can be in HD 

only for (3 < 1/2 and the left segments can be in LD only for a < 1/2, we can easily 

determine which phase configurations may exist in which quadrant. We make one 

assumption, namely that the (LD-LD,LD-LD) and (HD-HD,HD-HD) configurations 

exist and are the only ones in contact with the a = 0 , (3 = 0 lines respectively 

(except on the origin point). This assumption can be proven a -posteriori but is also 
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reasonable to begin with in view of the fact that for a or ft effectively zero we expect 

the system to be in full LD and HD state respectively. 

It can thus easily be seen that in the UR the only possible configuration is 

(MC-LD,HD-MC), in the LR the possible configurations are (MC-HD,HD-HD), (MC-

LD,HD-HD) and (HD-HD,HD-HD), in the UL the possible configurations are (LD-

LD,LD-MC), (LD-LD,HD-MC) and (LD-LD,LD-LD) while in the LL the possible con

figurations are (LD-LD,LD-LD), (HD-HD,HD-HD), (LD-LD,LD-HD), (LD-LD,HD-

HD), (LD-HD,HD-HD) and (HD-HD,LD-HD). 

To determine the exact boundaries of the configurations we note that at any 

border between any two configurations one or more of the system segments will be 

undergoing a phase transition. For example, if the configurations (HD-HD,HD-HD), 

(LD-LD,HD-HD) bordered each other then on the border both lattice 1 segments 

would be in transition between the LD and HD phases. Since in 1L we may have LD 

only for a < f3f and HD only for (5f < a it follows that on the border we must have 

a = (3f. Similarly for segment 1R we would get ccf = (3, and it is possible then to 

use once more 7.1-7A and the n-densities table to produce relations involving only 

the P's and determine whether these have acceptable solutions. Using such a method 

we find that in the LR (MC-HD,HD-HD) and (HD-HD,HD-HD) may not reach the 

P = 1/2 line which means (MC-LD,HD-HD) must exist; but (MC-LD,HD-HD) and 

(HD-HD,HD-HD) may not share a border which means (MC-HD,HD-HD) must exist 

between them. In the exact same way we find that in the UL (LD-LD,LD-MC) and 
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(LD-LD,LD-LD) may not reach the a = 1/2 line which means that (LD-LD,HD-MC) 

must exist; but (LD-LD,HD-MC) a n ( i (LD-LD,LD-LD) may not share a border so 

(LD-LD,LD-MC) must exist between them. Inside LL we find that (LD-LD,LD-LD) 

may not reach the a = (3 line and may have contact only with (LD-LD,LD-HD) 

which also may not reach the a = (3 line. Likewise we find that (HD-HD,HD-HD) 

may not reach the a — (3 line which means (HD-HD,LD-HD) may not exist: for the 

only configuration it can border is (HD-HD,HE)-HD) a n ( j from lattice 2 in LD-HD we 

get 

a{\ -a) + P10 = (3{l - / ? ) - • Pw = {3(1 - /?) - a ( l - a) 

which is only positive for (3 > a, i.e over the a = (3 line. With (HD-HD,LD-HD) 

eliminated (HD-HD,HD-HD) may only border (LD-HD,HD-HD) but this last one 

may not reach the a = (3 line either; and so (LD-LD,HD-HD) must exist between 

it and (LD-LD,LD-HD).Having determined the general structure of the phase dia

gram we can proceed in the same way to find the exact borders between the existing 

configurations. 
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6.5 Appendix V: Extract ion of the phase diagram for the 

TASEP asymmetrically coupled with SSEP problem at 

the limit of strong coupling (u>2 = 0, w\ = 1) 

For the w% — 0 case the currents are given by: 

Jen = a(2P0 0 + Poi) , Jex = P(2Pn + Poi) and JWfc = P„(P0o + Poi) 

It is obvious from the last relation that if P n = 0 then Jbuik — 0 which is impossible; 

thus we can only conclude that Poo = 0, and the relations reduce to: 

Jen = OiP01 , Jex = /3(2Pn + P0i) and J ^ ^ = PnPoi 

and invoking the normalization relation which has become P0i = 1 — Pn these reduce 

further to 

Jen = a{l - P n ) , Jex = /?(1 + P n ) and J^ - P u ( l - Pn) 

In the exact same manner, for the W\ = 0 =>• Poi = 0 case the currents become: 

Je n = a(2P0 0 + Pio) , Jex = 0(2Pn + P10) and J6uZfc = P0 0(Pn + Pio) 
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It is clear from the last relation that if Poo = 0 then J^ik = 0 which is impossible; 

thus we can only conclude that P\\ = 0, and the relations reduce to: 

Jen = Ot(2P00 + P io) , Jex = PPlO a n d Jbulk = PQOPW 

and invoking the normalization relation which has become Pw = 1 — P0Q these reduce 

further to 

Jen = a(l + Poo) , Jex = (3(1 - Poo) and Jbuik = P0 0(l - Poo) 

It is obvious that the equations for both cases are the same if one performs the 

symmetry operations a <-> (3 , Poo <->• Pn and Jen <-> J ex'- in effect, particle-hole 

symmetry. We will therefore solve only for the u>2 = 0 case, the results of which 

apply following the symmetry operations to the w\ = 0 case too. We assume that 

an MC phase exists and the bulk current in such a phase is equal to 1/4. The 

reason for this assumption is that both when w\ = 0 =>• Poi = -Pn = 0 and when 

u>2 = 0 => Pio = Poo = 0 it is possible to consider the system as a SEP with new 

effective particles Pi0 and Pn respectively. In both cases there is no current in the 

SSEP and propagation happens only in the TASEP lane with rate 1 to the right. 

Therefore the entire system is a TASEP in relation to the new effective particles; the 

entrance and exit rates of it are unknown however the maximum current should be 
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equal to 1/4. Therefore in the MC phase we will have: 

PnO-Pu) = \=>Pii = \ 

For the LD phase we will have: 

a (1 - Pn) = Pu(l - Pu) => Pn = a 

and for the MC-LD border 

a( l - Pu) = a(l-<*) = -=* a=-

For the HD phase we have: 

0(1 + Pn) = Pn( l - Pn) =• PA - (1 - /?)PU + 0 = 0 

and the acceptable solution is 

_ 1 - P + V/32 - 6(3 + 1 
n i ^ 

At the HD-MC border we must have 

f>( 1+Pn) = i0{1+lzl±^EWH}i 
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and the border is found to be at (3 = 1/6 ~ 0.17 Finally, for the LD-HD border we 

have: 

<*(1 - P n ) = P(l + P n ) =* a ( l - a) = (3(1 + a) 

which has two possible solutions of which 

P = a(l-a)/(l + a) 

is rejected on physical grounds because it results in a LD-HD border which would 

imply that it is possible to move from a HD to a LD phase solely by increasing the 

value of a, and thus the only acceptable solution is 

q ( l - q ) 
P 2-a 

For a = 1/2 this results in (3 = 1/6 and the three-phase point is at (a, 0) = (1/2,1/6). 
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